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moonlights sundovscs church
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Christ the KIng Church rents the speckil Events Center for Sunday services. The church has
a one-year agreement to rent the' SPECfacilities at $200 a day plus labor and equipment.
t
by John Omlclnskl
USAToday/APple College Network
WASHINOTON, D.C. -:- Presi-
dent Busti was cruising along in the
political mainstream up until the
last few days. But thecross-cur-
rents are getting stronger and Bush
is being forced into some tricky
work with the oars.
First,·Bush sent the wrong signals
.by semaphore up to Capitol Hill
. when he agreed to strip away the
capital-gains tax break to getaclean
and simple budget bill.
That didn't go over well with
congressional conservatives. ESpe-
cially the more than 60 Democrats
who broke with their leadership to
back Busb on capital gains. To some
of them , it looked as ifBush gave up
too easily.
Bush said ~:: will try tei get the
capital gains tax cut paSsed asa
separate bill, but he's lost a lot of
legislative ml;lmcntum.
Second. Bush seemed to waiver
clubs and organizations. After
schedules for on-campus groups
have been made, openingsareavail-
able to any organized group that
wishes to rent space. Most off-
If you have passed by the campus groups are charged accord-
campus on any recent Sunday you ing to the special events center fee
may have seen a huge banner across schedule which charges a flat rate
ihe Specialfivents Centerproclaim- of $250, per day plus additional
. ing it to be ChristTheKingChurch. charges for equipment and labor.
Brian"Bergquist,' the assiSfuhC' . ··.."Bergquist said the church gets'
union director and conference serv- a beuer rate because it has a one-
ices coordinator, said the banner is year agreement to rent the Special
indicative of the organizational tal- Events Center. The church pays
ents of Christ The King Church. $200 a day plus labor and equip-
The church naturally wants to pro- ment, The agreement specifies that
mote itself. Although the banner in case of a scheduling conflict with
may be somewhat misleading a BSU group the church will be
Bergquist said, "We don't wantto moved. Bergquist said the church
discourage people from doing a can be moved within one week's
- good jo.b." notice and the entire agreement can
be canceled with,30 days notice.
. ..' .. . Bergquist said that all revenue col-
'Openings are available to . lected from rental fecs goes back
.any organized group that into the Special Events Center.
,wishes to rent space. Al Hooten, who works for the
vice president for finance and
administration, said BSU's policy
is to make space available for any
group as long as it does not interfere
with regular activities. Hooten said
this policy is partofBSU's commu-
nity support
.Hooten said groups should
check with the _Boise Innkeepers
-Association before renting from
BSU. lie said the university wants
to avoid conflict with private enter-
prise and has acommittce thatrnccts
with the BlA to inform them of who
is renting space at BSU.
by Loren Petty
The University News
According to Bergquist, the
church is part of a national organi-
zation that builds congregations
across the country. They prefer to
rent a temporary meeting place until
they have established a large enough
congregation to support construc-
tion or rental of a permanent meet-
ing place.
Bergquist said the Special
Events Center gives first priority to
the theater arts and music depart-
ments and second priority, to BSU
on abortion. , including the restructuring of So-
This month, Congress voted to viet-American relations, to sue-
broaden federal policy to allow for ceed,' said Baker.
government-supported payments "We believe;' he added, "that it
for abortions in the cases. of incest will bring about aless aggressive
and rape. Soviet Union." . .
Bush didn't respond quickly, Oddlyenough, Baker made' the
leavingtheimpressionthathewould speech on the same day that Gor-
seek a deal to modify the language, bachev seemed to back away from
allowing him to sign-the bill, But .glasnost, hammering Soviet news-
that dldn'twork. papers that-are criticizing him and
"There was no way to tinker with the Soviet economic system.
the rules and regulations that would "Let them reform themselves,"
have gotten us out of this box," a Quayle said. "They'vegotto.getoul
senior adviser was quoted in The of this idea that a centralized, con-
New York Ti"irn!s.· . ,trolled economy is going to pro-
Third, Bush now has an embar- duce wealth and opportunity," '
rassing open rupture on Soviet pol- . Soviet adventures in Nicaragua,
icybetweenSecretaryofStateJames Afghanistan and Cambodia, said
Baker and Viee President' Dan Quayle, were evidence of "the
Quayle. . ' . darker side of Soviet foreign pol-
Baker, speaking before the FQr- icy,"
eign' Policy Association· in New That exchang~ had White House
York, offered the administration 's Press' Secretary Marlin Fitzwater
most concillatory'pro-Gorbachcv' doing the political equivalent of a
statement to date. Fred Astaire dance routine.
"The president hass,liid, and 1,'
have said. that we wantperestroika. see Bush. page 2
.Con'struction congests
already crowded,parking
they will need to block off."
. Parkingcontrolthenexam-
ines the number of spaces that
will be blocked off and com-
How reserved is reserved pares that number tothe amount
parking? How influential is the" of people who park in the given'
$65 fee that students and staff lot. Usually, if the number of
pay to have a secure place to losrparking spaces is IOor less,
park on campus? .Does the fee nothing is done .
entitle the. student to a place to .Seiboit said if the number
park no matter what? And what 'of lost spaces is significant.Jike
about all the construction on wiintheconstructionoftheam-
campus?' . . .' phitheater near the library, the
According to Bob Seibolt, . people affected .arecontectcd.
director ,of parkingcontrol, The parking control office makes
"there rr.ally is no' pOlicy" to .. m;rangements for the people to
answer these questions. Seibolt park in other areas. Seibolt said
said whenever construction .the office aUelllpts to cause as
work is scheduled for the uni- little in~l\venience as' possible'
versitygrounds, the physical 'to tlwse with the reserve per-
plant informs. the parking con· mits.· .' ,
trol officeabQtit the specific area
. by Melanie Huffman
.'The University News
Bush criticized for policies .
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by Gretc!'len Warthen .
and Dave Thomason •
The University News
A gay and lesbian alliance has
formed at BSU. According to one of
'the founding members, the purpose
of the group isto provide an oppor-
tunity to socialize and to educate
themselves and the community. The .
group is open to students and non-
students. Nongays also are welcome.
The preamble to the
constitution of the Gay and Lesbian
Alliance of BSU (GALA) reads, in
part;' "The members of theBSU
community who are Gay and Les-
bian have a tremendous needfor an
organization in which they can
develop a positive awareness of
themselves and their relationship
. with the society of which they area
l'lpUT~. -.----.,--'.-." .~. - - .-
part."
The constitution was approved
during a GALA meeting Oct. 13.
"We are just common every-
day people," said a member who
wanted' to remain anonymous.
"People are so uninformed."
- -GALA members equate their
struggle with the civil rights move-
ment of the 196Os.
. "If we're not going to stand up
for ourselves, whois? Blacks fought
for their rights, why shouldn't we?"
.another member said.
In theflrstfourwccks, the group
has had a lecture on gay pride by a'
member of Parents and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays. They also par-
ticipated in the Student Organiza-
tional Fair and presented the film
Parting Glances.
Gays and lesbians at BSUstand up for their rights
The ever vigilant. mild
mannered Photo Chief for
- TheUnlverslfy Newswas--
on hand Saturdayaftemoon
to snap these on-the-scene
shots of an accident on
Unlverslty Drive. Three
cars parked In front of the
newspaper offices were
damaged when an
unidentified woman lost
control of her car •seffing
off a short-lived chain
reaction of fender-bending
force. No InJurlesresulted
from the Incident.
MarkJon"'lThe Unlvellity Newe
NtGHTMARE
-61i;;.OnUniversity Drive
Sponsored by Student Programs Board & Family Activities
For children of BSU
students ages 3·12 yrs,
O t 29
',Free cookies, games, prizes,
C . -~ spook house and lots
3:.00-5:00 pm ~ of FUN! _~_: '
Big Four Room .... (- ,".. '~
2nd floor Student Union ~~
, ATTENTION
ALL HONORS STUDENTS!
MANDATORY MEETINGS!'
Choose one of the meeting times below
November 1, 10:00 am, Library 408C
November 1, 3:00 pm, Library 408C
November 1, 5:15 pm, Library 408C
I November 2,November 2,
November 2,
10:00 am,Library 408E
3:00 pm, Library408C
5:15 pm, Library 408C
The purpose of the meetings is to inform
you about the Honors Program. If you cannot attend
any of these, you MUST arrange a conference with
Bill or Wally before the end of Spring preregistration
period(December 1, 1989). .
Goals of the organizatiori.s are
to promote positive public percep-
tion of gays and lesbians. They also
want to help members become more
sure about themselves and to act as
a support group. A. professional
counselor has offered to attend dis-
cussion meetings to help answer
difficult questions members may
have. GALA also wants to take part
in the Gay Pride Parade being
planned for next summer.
"You can't live in a vacuum,
you need to find people like you," a
member said.
"This group is not a bar scene
where people go to pick up people
or try and meet people that way;
they can meet people in a positive
atmosphere doing activities that they
are'intP,rested in. Meeting people
that are interested in making things
change, not to bemilitant, but people .
who want to work with people,"
another member said.
According to members, they
have not experienced discrimina-
tion other than havirig their posters
tom down, and having some ob-
scene words shouted outside one of
their meetings.
Moe Siegler, assistant director
of student activities, said her office
has not received any comment on
the group .
"I believe firmly in any
organization's right to exist. We
mayor may not agree with their
purpose," Siegler said.
She said allowing controver-
sial speakers and activities on cam-
pus does not mean BSU endorses
Employees of the newspaper were heard commenting that they
were 'extra happy' they had parked In the lot on Uncoln street and
not out on University Drive on this particular day.
. The University News
one viewpoint over another.
."The university should encour-
age diversity and discussion,"
Siegler said.
. GALA has two advisers from
the community. One adviser, Ann
Dunkin, was involved with a simi- -
lar group at Georgia Tech. Accord-
ing to Dunkin, Georgia Tech was
about the same size as BSU and had
the same low level of awareness of
gay and lesbian issues.
Dunkin said the group in Geor-
gia started with 20 members, but by
the end of the first year there were
100 members. She said the group
was successful in raising aware-
ness.
Forinformationabout GALA,
call Ann at 345-7495 or. Brian at
33G-516O.
Bush~----------------
are handling the federal budget, presidency.
there would be stockholder law- Butevents in Eastern Europe and
suits or indictments. the Soviet Union are likely to con-
an his abortion position, Bush is tinue to run ahead of Washington's
sticking with the tight language of ability to comprehend or control
~~ Republican platform. Some po- them.
litical consultants think that might, . After a year of political, quies-
backlash on Republican candidates, cence, partisan politics is making a
but the situation illustrates the im- Washington comeback. For the
'posslbility of compromising an is- president, the choices aren't going
- sue as emotional as abortion. to get any easier from here on out. .
Quayle, in breaking with Baker' The days of Bush starring as his
and the president, offers conserva- favorite character, "Mr. Smooth,'
tives a rallying point they haven't arc numbered.
;liad since Day One of the Bush
The.wottdtn brief
new leader Egon Krenz to "respond'
to the demands of the time," which
. is considered a call for reforms.
Meanwhile, East German dissidents
and pro-democracy activists said
they will again protest if Krenz sticks
to the former regime's anti-reform
policies.
AID FOR POLAND.
HUNGARY OK'D .
The u.s. House approved an
$837.5 million program of aid to
Hungary and Poland on Thursday.
The action came after two hours of
h.~ted debate on U,S. shipping sub-
sidles and speeches about democ-
racy in the countries. The vote was
345-47. .
",1989. USA TODAY/Apple CaUeplrUonnation NClwewk
COLOMBIAN POLICE
NAB PILOT
Police in Colombia apprehended
the .personal pilot of alleged co-:
caine druglord Pablo Escobar, it
was reported Thursday. The pilot,
Jorge de la Cuesta Marquez, is
wanted in Florida on cocaine traf-
ficking charges and is facing
extradition to the USA.
ENGLISH LIKE son
JOUCH
One of two British companies
still making hard toilet paper aban-
doned the product on Thursday.
Bronco brand toilet paper saw its
end with '3 ceremonial final flush
down a toilet at London's Science
Museum. The brand was discontin-
ued because consumers like a softer
toilet paper, said David Driver de
Valle, marketing manager of Brit-
ish Tissues, .
GORBACHEV URGES
REFORM ACTION
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
on Thursday told East Germany's
PRAVDA EDITOR
.LOSES JOB
Tne editor of the Soviet Commu-
nist Party daily newspaper Pravda
lost his job Thursday. He reportedly
was dismissed because of a insuffi-
cient enthusiasm for the policy of
glasnost. Viktor Afanasyev was
replaced by Ivan Frolov, who is an
adviser to Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev. .
CI9B9, USA 'i'ODA Y!AppIe Collop w';""tioo lk\WOOk
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Sociology students collect food for hungry
by Dave Thomason
The University News
The World Food Day held at
BSU last week was "moderately
successful," said Dick Baker of the
Sociology Department and coordi-
nator of the event. .
Baker said that the amount of
food and money raised was modest.
"I was mildly disappointed,"
Baker said. "But I also think it was
successful in the sense of educating
people that even though Boise is
having economic good times and
growth, that there are still a lot of
problems with poverty and hunger
in society."
More than 40 sociology stu-
dents volunteered to work on the
various events. The students tied
blue ribbons and forks around
campus as reminder of Idaho's
hungry. They also distributed in-
formation in the SUB and set up
food donation boxes.
The bands Borderline and
Crossfire along with the BSU Jazz
Band played a free concert Oct. 16.
More than $80 was donated by
spectators.
"I was pleasantly surprised by
people'S generosity," said concert
organizer Laura Collins.
Attendance was light at a tele-
conference hook-up with Washing-
ton D.C. was held in the Micron
center,
"I was really disappointed, that
program was really excellent and
we had about 15 people there,"
Baker said.
Baker said that he and the stu-
dents learned a lot about the prepa-
ration that is needed to put on such
a large event. He said he expects
next year's food day to be more
successful.
All money and food collected
was turned over to the Idaho Hun-
ger Action Council, a non-profit
organization.
TheCouncil runs several foo-
dbanks and soup ki tehens that serve
Idaho's growing number of poor
people.
According to statistics provided
by the Council, children account for
37 percent of Idaho's poor. Each
month 80,000 children in Idaho go
to bed hungry. Many of these chil-
dren lack proper health care and
supervision.
The number of people making
use of foodbanks and soup kitchens
in Idaho has risen steadily since the
early 1980's. The recent economic
boom has not trickled down to the
poor. Idaho foodbanks fed 42 per-
cent more people in 1987 than in
1986. Usage was up 33 percent in
1988. .
AMAS goes for physical challenges
USWest has helped solve transportation problems
for AMAS by donating vans for their use,
by Melanie Huffman
The University News
AMAS wants you. The Alter-
nate Mobility Adventure Seekcrsj
is a great recreational and social
prograrn.for.people who are inter-
ested in keeping fit, trying new
things and making new friends. Ac-
cording to a brochure published by
AMAS, their most important goal is
to mainstream and improve the lives
.of physically challenged individu-
als through recreational activities,
thus improving both physiea1 and
mental health.
"\~
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801 Main> 342-8747
AMAS was founded in 1985
and is based out of the Outdoor
Advemurel'rogram ofBSU's Physi-
cal Education department Accord-
ing to AMAS Public Relations
Director Bill Eddins, AMAS is not
a program designed solely for those
who are .physically challenged;
AB's, or able-bodies, are always
welcome to join in the activities, he
said.
Project Director Nancy Eetter
said AMAS was made possible
through a U.S. DepartmentofEdu-
cation grant of$58,920, but there is
still a need for community support
in research, maintenance, staff,
equipment, ·promotion and finan-
cial aid.
Eddins, this year's Boise State
Homecoming King, saidhc fell from
a cliff at the age of 13 and is able to
walk with the aid of a cane. Eddins
said one of the most important fea-
tures of his job at AMAS is to help
people better understand and work
with thephysicallychallcngcdrncm-
bers of the community.
Some activities offered through
AMAS include aerobics, archery,
bowling, caving, hot air ballooning,
rafting, scuba diving, skiing, tennis,
track and field and volleyball.
According to Eddins, transpor-
tation is often a problem when deal-
ing with people who are physically
challenged because they arc often
faced with unstable finances. US
West recently donated a 1983 Sub-
urban to AMAS. He said AMAS
has needed this type of vehicle for a
. long time. They will use it to pull
their pontoon boat and horse and
raft trailers. This is the second van
US West has donated, in addition to
the money needed tofund neces-
sary adaptations to the vehicles.
BSU's' Vo-Tech 'department has
been generous with their time in
maintaining the adapted vehicles
for AMAS, Eddins said.
For further information about
upcoming events, the AMAS or-
ganization, or for the times of the
open swims and wheelchair basket-
ball praetice sessions, call the
AMAS office at 385-1951.
••••••••••••••••••••••
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You are what you eat on
Environmental causes need not be fought on the bow of
whaling vessels or down the side of a smokestack. Much of
the responsibility for the actions of industry and governments
lies in the hands of citizens. A new conservation ethic is on the
rise similar to an unrelated T-shirt spotted on this campus -
"ifi~is to be, itis up to me." This paper has addressed, and will
continue to discuss, student attitudes about the environment.
Let's start with lunch: A slice of pizza, hamburger and a
drink. Next to the pizza warmer in the Union Street Cafe is a
stack of Styrofoam plates, one of which becomes the home to
your slice. The hamburger is served up in a paper "ba~ket."
The drink, inevitably a Coke product, can be poured into a
Styrofoam cup, a paper cup, or perhaps a plastic refill mug.
After this meal is over, what's left is a large and unneces-
sary pile of garbage - bussed, tossed and added to the
compactor. ., '.
This does not have to happen. Ask/or aplate. Marriott has
the technology to wash them, and it will save them the dead-
end costs of disposable wares, Get a mug. Don't create trash
every time you are thirsty. Marriott should even encourage
students to bring in their own cups. Give a shit. Foodservice
companies have a bottom line and are out to meet it. It is the
responsibility of the consumer-in this case, the student-to
make a social conscience profitable.
Right here in the U.S. of A
Historical perspective reveals many things. In retro-
spect, we can -re-examine judicial decisions of the past and
form our own legal opinion. In hindsight, the cases of Sacco
and Vanzetti, John Scopes, Ethel Rosenberg and Lt. Calley, to
name a few, are ripe for re-interpretation. With the luxury of
time, such conjecture is easy. .
Recently, however, a disturbing precedent was handed
down in Florida. A rape case was dismissed because of the
attire of the female plaintiff. She was wearing a tank top and
a skirt without underwear-sufficient proof, it seems, of the
innocence of the aggressor.
The idea that any rape can be considered "justified" is
insane. The Florida incident involved rape at knifepoint,
hardly necessary if she "wanted it."
The Florida case is proof that this country is going
nowhere fast in understanding rape and the victimization of
women. Men continue to assume and assert a sexual domin-
ion over the "fairer" sex, a dominion that is written into our
culture and reinforced by our legal system. Such incidents
make events like BSU's Sexual Assault Awareness Week
(Oct. 9-13) all the more crucial.
C.reative thinking about
trash at universities
One of the greatest challenges
facing environmental edueators is
to convey the seriousness of envi-
ronmental problems without induc-
ing despair and paralysis. The vital
signs pf the planet arc not good; that
fact cannot be avoided. But stu-
dents must be given opportunities
to think creatively and act construc-
tively to solve these problems in
ways that produce practical results.
How might this kind of learning.
occur?
One possibility, with roots in
the ancient Greek concept of paideia
and the philosophy of John Dewey,
is to regard the campus itself as the
source of a large part of its curricu-
IUITi. Every campus is a resource-
processing system that takes in food,
energy, materials and water and
discards wastes. Typically, thought
is given to how these flows affect
the biosphere, the loeal economy or
the prospect of building a sustain-
able world. Nor are they regarded
as a way for students to learn about
the real world they inhabit. The
"curriculum" concerns other, more
abstract things. The institutional
functions of the. eampus largely
rcflectthecmergenceof'nationwide
and global marketing systems that
arc often environmentally destruc-
tive, highly subsidized, and socially
regressive.
.Repebaed by apecial permbalcn from Conun-eJliOll B;o/~
oomaguinc.
\ WNBE YOU OLGlT TOTM'i: CfF A MENTAL HEALTH DAY".I
And now Myth #4: Asking for it
principle; they're just more honest
about it.
I noticed that one of the topics
for Sexual Assault Awareness Week
was self-defense. I noticed that none
of thetopics were self control. That
seems reasonable; as long as they
control women, they don't need to
control themselves. Women obvi-
ously need to learn self-defense.
We need to learn how to defend
ourselves from jurists as well as
rapists. Individual methods of self-
defense will not work against a cul-
tural rapist mindset.
People need to work together,
collectively, to eradicate this mind-
set. We need to identify the problem
and the underlying assumptions that
perpetuate the problem. We need to
work toward aresolution that moves
beyond the individual rapist and
victim to include how the system
treats women. Abandaid won't work
for a gash this deep. We need to do
a systems analysis that will include
historical, economic, and religious
perspectives. We need to examine
our cultural images of women in the
media and in our everyday commu-
nication patterns. We necdto ex-
press our opinions to the legisla-
tures and to the courts.
We need to stop the physical,
mental and legal rape of women.
George Jetson: Hero of Acktober
so the intellectual queasiness lasts
for about a month. In fact, consider
the entire month of October a total
Jess-e-in the spirit of things, call it
Acktober.
The only good news is you are
not alone. The halls of the library
arc crammed with freshmen who
have sacrificed" their scholastic
chastity to the Ivory Tower. Smoky
bars and irreparable dorm. rooms
arc haunted by human shells seek-
ing solace in liter bottles of Old
English 800 and monstrous eans of
Foster's Lager. SUB lounges are
home to many a chronic 12th se-
mester upperclassman who has
Look around. There's a guy whiled away most of the blissful
next to you sobbing over his Diet. Reagan years in mental bondage.
Cherry Coke. See the prcponder- . Have conversation with one of them,
ancc of ponytails and baseball caps notice the-despair in .their voices.
where there used to be clean hair. . The fiasco returns every year
Smell the rancid odor of caffeine on because conspiratorial instructors
sizzled brain cells (sounds like bacon think it's swell to have comprehcn-
endlessly frying ...). There's some- sive tests on the same day-the cult
thing in the air and it isn't pretty. of the mid-term blitzkrieg. Wcpoor
Welcome to Burnout Week, little school urchins, aspiring to the
BSU's only tradition. Problem is, upper class, unable to fend for our-
no one agrees which week to hold it selv~s (let alone choose apresident)
by Peggy Guiles
The University News
Myth #4. A woman who wears
scanty or revealing clothing is
"asking" to be raped. '
I chose not to include myth #4
in my previous article on Sexual
Assault Awareness Week because
it seemed so obviously false that I
didn't want to insult the intelligence
or level of awareness of my readers.
I wrote the article before the jury in
Florida acquitted a man for kidnap-
ping a woman at knifepoint and
raping her repeatedly. They said
she "asked" for it.
That reminds me of the judge
in Wisconsin-who dismissed a rape
trial because the victim had dressed
provocatively, She was wearing a
turtleneck sweater and blue jeans.
1'm having some trouble following
the logic that what a woman wears
incites men to acts of sexual vio-
lence. Let's extend their argument a
little and see how it holds up.
The streakers of the '70s, who
ran naked through crowds, were
asking to be raped. Women who
wear bikinis on the beach are asking
to be raped. Sunbathing in front of
the dorm is really a request for kid-
by Rick Overton
The University News
Paying homage to
burnout
nap and repeated rape. Madonna is
begging for it every time she wears
her black lace bra and men's boxer
shorts on stage. What is wrong with
this picture?
The woman in Florida was
raped repeatedly; she was. raped
again by the jury. This is not about
sex. This is about power and free-
dom and equal rights. This jury has,
"We need to learn how
to defend ourselvesfrom
jurists as well as rapists. "
III effect, told women everywhere
'that wcdon't have thcrighttochoosc
how to dress. They just told women'
everywhere that we are responsible
for inciting men to acts of sexual
violence. They just told us it's not
safe to leave the house. Of course,
statistically, it's not safe to stay in
the house either.
Our culture gets so outraged at
how Moslem men treat women.
Women in the Middle East have to
wear shrouds that cover them from
head to foot with little shecrpatches
for the eyes. Given our recent court
ruling, we operate under the same
The University News
just sit back and take it. The Ackto-
ber Malaise annually proves the
experiments of Pavlov-the pro-
fessor speaks and we drool.
What can be done? Ha! Noth-
ing!
Syllabus worship is an intro-
duction to post-industrial capital-
~~::i~~~!s~i~~f:i}:;!~;~~:,..•; ,.;:.•.•.
must feel for people with real in- ,~
comes. Do you enjoy three hours of ~.i
sleep a night? No! Then why do ,
you do it?
You poor miserable slob (sorry,
it had to be said), there is no end to
it. After graduation you'll only
apply for a new whipping post. The
greed that sent you to college in ~he
first place and drives you to main-
tain an adequate resume, will not be
kind or gentle as you crawl up the '.
corporate ladder.
See George Ietson? See George
run on the galactic treadmill? See
the treadmill get the best of poor,
well-intentioned George? "Jane!
Stop this crazy thing!"
LThe University News
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lEA President voices need for state flexibility
by Richard C. Chilcote
Special to The University News
The Idaho Education Associa-
tion is an advocate for publ ic educa-
tion and educators in the state of
Idaho. As such, the lEA, an organi-
zation of some 8,500 Idaho educa-
tors, has developed a large under-
standing of the needs of our public
school system .We understand those
needs best because weare the people
who arc closest to the focus of our
task, the students in Idaho schools.
Those needs arc numerous.
Improved curriculum is needed.
Adequate supplies arc needed.
Instructional development is
needed. Adequate and safe school
. facilities arc needed. Salaries to
attract the best educators arc needed.
Smaller class sizes arc needed.
Virtually everyone of these
needs carries a price tag, and the
public schools look to both local
and state sources to adequately
fund the public school system in
Idaho.
During the 1989 Idaho legisla-
tive session the lEA, as well as
other members of the education
community, approached the Idaho
The need for
no "strings"
attached
Legislature with the concern of
meeting the needs of teaching
Idaho's students.
The Idaho Legislature re-
sponded with one of the largest ever
appropriations to the public schools.
However, along with that appro-
priation, certain restrictions-
"strings"-were attached mandat-
ing how local school districts could
and could not spend the money.
Granted, the lEA docs see needs
('
in certain categories in the program
of education in local school dis-
tricts. At the same time, the lEA
believes that the local school dis-
tricts should be allowed as much
flexibility as possible in the deci-
sions ,and development of those
programs.
One of the results of the
"strings" imposed was a frustration
on the part of school staffs in tile
area of salary improvement. The
current Idaho teacher salary is ap-
proximately $7,000 lower than the
national teacher salary average.
The effect of the "strings" was
to effectively limit the availability
of funds to be placed into staff sala-
ries to reduce the disparity between
the Idaho salary average and the
national average.
Inreality, even though a local
school district might have wanted
to improve its program in specific
areas, it could not because the Idaho
Legislature had not provided the
Letters Policy
Letters to The University News are accepted and
encouraged. We reserve the right to edit for gram-
mar and libelous content. Letters must be typed,
double-spoced and must include your signature
and telephone number for verification. Maximum
length for letters is 250 words. Letters submitted
without phone numbers and signatures will not be
printed. All letters submitted become the property
of The University News.
Another reader
escapes death
by bicycle
Editor:
Perhaps we need a class at this
university that concerns itself with
biking etiquette. Why does some-
one have to get hurt before those
violators learn to take responsibil-
ity for their actions?
I want to retain the right to use
my bike on this campus, and it is
evident that these inconsiderate
bikers in lycra britches are jeopard-
izing that privilege. They have no
conscious respect for the rights of
others. This is an ongoing problem
Terri Eberlein
The truth,the
whole truth
and anything
but the truth
Editor:
You want the truth? Then let
me tell you. There is Truth and
there is truth .. One of the Truths is
that we humans cannotfully know
Truth. To believe otherwise is to
believe that we are God. All we see
of Truth are small parts seen dimly
through our limitedfaculties,
The important point is that
when people commonly talk about
truth, they are making a personal
statement of belief. (Note the dif-
ference between personal belief and
Absolute Truth!) Hopefully, the
professor who spoke of the "truth of
evolution" understood the nature of
his/her statement. It. certainly is
true (look up the literature ) that most
biologists believe in the "theory of
evolution" as a guiding principle of"
their field.
We need to hold beliefs, many .
of which we also must hold to be
true, but we need also to know tha'
these are beliefs. Zealots who hold
their beliefs to be the Truth are not
only impossible to interact with,
they arc often impossible to live
with (see, for example, the beliefs
guiding many terrorists).
As a Christian, I do believe in
revealed truth. But I also know that
I can understand only what I am
capable of understanding through
my experiences and reason. What
this means is that I must always be
open to furthering my understand-
ing and, therefore, changing some
of the details of my beliefs.
, Jerry L'Young
, Professor of Mathematics
necessary categorical funding to do
so.
The lEA fully understands the
desire on the part of legislators for
accountability in our school sys-
tems. However, they also must
recognize the need forflexibility on
"Adequate and safe
school rfacilities are
needed, Salaries to at-
tract the best educators
are needed. Smaller class
sizes are needed. "
the part of local school districts.
If "strings" arc to be attached,
at least the legislature should dedi-
cate enough funding behind the
strings to meaningfully address all
of the concerns which local districts
have.
Educators in this state have
identified two glaring needs which
must be addressed. If there are
categorical mandates from the leg-
islative level, then two of those
categories must be in the areas of
class size reduction and parity of
Idaho's average teacher salary wi th
the national average.
The legislature must address
all of the categorical needs. None
must be emphasized at the expense
of the others. All must be suffi-
cicntly addresscd if Idaho's public
schools are to progress and improve. '.
Chilcote is the president oft heIdaho
Education Association.
from This Side of Paradise (1920)
F. Scott Fitzgerald
A fictional exchange between Burne Holiday and Jesse Fer-
renby particularly topical to the business of putting out an editorial
page ...
"I just read your editorial."
"Good boy-I didn't know you stooped that low."
"Jesse, you startled me."
"How so?"
"Arcn 't you afraid the faculty'll get after you if you pull this ir-
religious stuff?"
"What?"
"Like this morning."
. "What the devil-that editorial was on the coaching system."
"Yes, but that quotation-"
Jesse sat up.
"Whatquotation?"
"You know: 'He who is not with meis against me.:"
"Well-what about it?"
Jesse was puzzled but not alarmed.
"Well, you say here-let me see." Burne opened the paper and
read: '''He who is not with me is against me, as that gentleman said
who was notoriously capable of only coarse distinctions and puerile
generalities,'''
"Whatofit?"Ferrenby began to look alarmed. "Oliver Cromwell
said it, didn't he? or was it Washington, or.one of the saints? Good
lord, I've forgotten,"
Burne roared with laughter.
"Oh, Jesse;oh, good, kind Jesse,"
"Who said it, for Pete's sake?"
"~Well," said Burne, recovering his voice.t'St. Matthew attrib- .
utes it to Christ." -
'~MyGod!" cried Jesse, and collapsed backward into the waste-
basket,
that goes far beyond biking cour-
tesy. We as.individuals continue to
live separate from one another; emp-
tied of our sense of community.
Certainly, this letter and those
written by others, will have little
impact on these violators. First, they
rarely read anything not required,
and deliberately stay as uninformed
Recently, I was walking to class as possible. It is easier and safer for
via the green belt lost in my usual them to stay hidden in their narrow
scholastic stupor. From behind me arrogance.
came the sound of a bike chain However, to the boy in the blue,
whirling at full speed. I moved a glossy letter jacket with white let-
little to. the right to get out of the . tering, the next time you approach a
way. However, the biker came up pedestrian, get your head out of
on my right and blew by me so your butt bag, and yell.out in full
close; I could have touched him. It voice: "On Your Left."
startled me. Being an 'avid biker
myself, I know it is proper to pass
on the left.
I yelled, "Let me know you're
coming next time, ok?" He turned
around without reducing his mo-
mentum and said, "Well, if you'd
walk straight it wouldn't be a prob-
lem," Excuse me, perhaps I need to
go through some special training to
learn the art of perambulating, I
thought. The point is, I was walking
on the right side. All he would of
: had to do was warn me. Courtesy,
we arc talking simple courtesy!
'\.'2.~~
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Sign up for
grad school
interviews
The following graduate schools
will be on campus to conduct infor- .
mational ..interviews for students
interested in attending law/gradu-
ate school: University of Utah-
College of Law , Oct. 27; Ameriean
Graduate School of International
Management, Nov. 11; Gonzaga
School of Law, Nov. 15.
Students may sign up for inter-
views in the Career Planning and
Placement Office, Room 123,
Administration Building.
First prize
goes to BSU's
cold drill
. BSU'S 1989 student literary
.magazinc cold-drill has won first
prize, Medalist, in the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association's na-
tional magazine competition. The
magazine also was awarded three
All-Columbian Awards for supc-j
rior achievement in content, design
and creativity.
The 1989 issue was edited by
students Seana Sperling and Paul
Holt, and artdirected by Will Spear-
man. The faculty adviser wasRobert
Papinchak.
cold-drill scored 976 points
out of a possible 1,000 to cam a
first-place standing and the Medal-
ist Award, granted to publieations
selected from the first place ratings
for creative excellence. The judge
who critiqued the magazine called
the fiction, "Strong, powerful stuff'
and lauded the design as "straight-
forward, simple, elegant."
.Center for
Management
Development
to offer fall
program series
The Center for Management
Development, part of the BSU
College of Business is providing a
series of programs that address the
needs of area businesses and allows
individuals to update and add to
their professional skills.
Most Professional Develop-
ment Programs are offered on the
BSU campus, but they may be pre-
sented in-house for organizations
that have sufficient enrollees or wish
to have programs customized for
their particular needs. In addition, a
number of the center's offerings
will be available over the Interac-
tive Television for Students (ITFS)
network.
Following is a brief look at the
remainder of the Professional De-
velopment Programs fall schedule.
The program title, date and time,
and registration fee are listed. To
reeeive a detailed outline of any of
the programs, contact the Center for
Management Development at 385-
1126 or 385-3861.
"Basics of Lotus 1-2-3," Oct.
25, 6:30-9:30 p.rn., $50.
"Successful Marketing Series:
Keeping Customers-Relationship
Marketing" (ITFS), Oct. 30, 7-10
p.m.,$4S.
"Production Management Se-
ries: Demand Forecasting" (ITFS) ,
Nov. 6, 7-10 p.m., $45.
1990 JET
recruitment
begins
Ihe Japan Exchange and
Teaching (JET) Program was first
initiated in 1987 asameans to foster
international perspectives in Japan
by encouraging international. ex-
change at local levels, as well as by
intensifying foreign language edu-
cation in Japan. .
This year, more than 1,100 U.S.
citizens are participating in this
program, working and living in
communities throughout Japan as
assistant English teachers in Japa-
nese public schools and as coordi-
nators for international relations in
Japanese local government offices.
Recruitment for the 1990 JET
Program, scheduled to begin Aug.
1, 1990, is now under way. Eligible
applicants must be U.S. citizens; be
How're you going to do it?
"Tlios« are his notebooks he:~carrving.
She:~got all IBM PS/2."
under 35 years of age and hold at
least a bachelor's degree or expect
to obtain one by August 1990. For
more information please contact
Consulate-General of Japan, JET
Program, 1300 S.W. 5th Avenue,
#2400, Portland, Ore., 97201,503-
221-18J 1.
Idaho is 10th
state to join
Lotto* America
PORTLAND, Ore. -'-- The
Multi-State Lottery Association
(MUSL) Oct. 16 unanimously ap-
.proved the Idaho Lottery's applica-
tion to join the organization.
Idaho becomes the 10th lottery
to join Lotto* America, which was
established in 1987 to enable small
state lotteries to offer multi-million
dollar jackpots to players.Otller
states in the Lotto* America system
include Oregon, Montana, Wiscon-
sin, West Virginia, Rhode Island,
Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and Wash-
ington, D. C.
Idaho will sell the
Lotto* America game through its
own on-line system. Rhode Island-
based GTECH recently agreed to
provide the computer equipment,
software ;.md support for Idaho's
on-line games.
Players pick six numbers from
a field of 54; prizes are awarded to
play.ers who correctly pick four, five
orsixofthenumbersdrawn. Twice-
weekly drawings offer a minimum
jackpot of $2 million.
Idaho Lottery Director Wally
Hedrick said Lotto" America will
be operational in Idaho by July,
1990. .
SPB sponsors
Halloween
party for kids
Let your hair stand on end at
BSU's "Nightmare on University
Drive," a Halloween celebration
featuring a spook house, food ar.d
games to be held Oct 29 from 3·5
p.m. in the Big Four Room of the
SUB.
The activities are' oriented
toward families and children ages
J·12. Children must be accompa-
nied by an adult and participants are
encouraged to bring a camera.
The free event is sponsored by
the BSU Student Programs Board.
For .morc information contact Bev
Helton at 385-1332 or Student
Activities at 385-1223.
PS/2 it!
Great back-to-school prices on PS/2's.
Lighten your load with an IBM Personal System/Z,"
It's a big time-saver. It helps you organize your notes,
write and revise-your papers, and create smart-
looking graphic.s. And because the PS/2® helps you.
get moredone.jou have more time for fun.
Now you can get special student prices on select
models offS/2's already loaded with easy-to-use
software. When you buy a PS/2, you can also gl·1
PRODIGY,®the exciting new shopping, information
and entertainment mmputer service, at less than half
the retail price. Check it out before time runs out" .
,PS/2 Model 25-640Kh memory, 8086 (8 MHz)
processor, one 3.S /I diskette drive (720Kh), 20Mh'
. fixed disk drive, IBM Mouse, monochrome display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft" Windows/286 and hDC .
Windows Express:"
$1,4,99
PS/2 Model 30 286-IMh memory, 80286 (10 MHz)
processor, one as" diskette drive (1.44Mb), 20Mb fixed
disk drive, IBM Mouse, 8.513Color Display, nos f1-.0,
Microsoft Windowsl286, Word sn- and hDC Windows
Express, hne Windmvs Manager" and hDC Windows .
.j Color.'''' .$2.,299·
·········,,!:\~;~l
i~\t%"'-~.m=~~:;~ Now, special low prices on three
j~jiM:~Z1:tr\Oi&.,1iip_\Y&1lM\'.. rsA d I fIBMP .TN;""""";"""~:" ,."~,,,''''''~ ,., ~"".'"~ mo e s 0 roprinters, too.
Last Chance Demos-on October 30 from 11 to 2 in the SUB cafeteria!
'Microsof! Word is the Academic Edition. This offer is limiled to qualified students faculty and staff who orderan IBM PS/2 Model 8525·001 or 853o·E21 on or before' October 31 1989 P . t d do not i I d te t h dli rid/or
processing charges. Check with your institution regalding these charges. Order~ are subject to availability. '13Mmay withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice. • . nces quo e 0 no me u e sa es ax, an Ing a
18M. Personal Syslcm/2 and PS!2 are regist~red trademarks, and P~priQler is a trademark, ollnternalional Business Machines Corporation. PRODIGY is a registered trademark of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears Microsoft is a registered
trademark of Microsoft Corporation. hOG Windows Express hOC Windows Manager and hOC WindOWS Color are trademarks 01 hOC Computer Corporation. © IBM Corp. 1989 .
=:..:. _====cD---- - ---- - - ---==-='=' =
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pros-pect (pros 'pekt') n. 1. Something expected or forseen:
possibility, 2. prospects Chances for success. --v. To explore or
search about.
Comic books gaining respecfaslegitimafe art
)
See works of
the above
,comic book,
creators in
Comic Book
Confideniial,
currently
playing at the
Flicks.
by Jeff Faulkner
The University News
If you think comic book fans are a
bunch of Star Trek watchin', ButterFin-
ger eatin', computer whizn' geeks
you're right. But the comic book
industry wants to remind you that, with
the advent of art comics and pop culture
comics and the unbridled creativity
associated with comic culture, it has
become "respectable" to join the geeks
and, in fact, thousands of "respectable"
,people have beat you to it,
According to Paul Castroville,
proprietor of New' Mythology Comics
and Science Fiction store in Boise,
comic books have gained a surprising
momentum in the past 10 years. "When Nate Taylor/Th. Unlv ... Hy N.wa
I opened my shop seven years ago, InsIde the New Mythology Comics and Science Rctton store.
there were about 500 comic book stores Tracy a new life outside the newspaper. 1954, the comic industry was forced to
in the U.S." Castrovillo attributes a As the decade ended, so did theLittle yield to the paranoia of the times. And
tenfold increase to new distribution Big Book and was replaced by the so titles like Weird Science and Shock
methods and merchandising. conventional soft-cover 32-page comic were replaced by Leave it to Beaver and
If the comic store image was one of book. Like the "pulp" books also Nature-Boy.
a couple of tye-dyed hippies with a.card popular at that time, comic books were - _Castrovillo said the contemporary
table and enough change for a ten dollar - cheap to produce and widely popular. comic book culture retains whatever
bill.that has certainly been changed by In 1938 Action Comics were the flrst to was seen as subversive in the earlier
what Castrovillo calls the viability of put Superman on the newsstands, years but says it is much too large and
the business. "Now there are four or Instantly the "super hero" genre gained stable to fall victim to censorship. "It's
five retail and trade shows every year the biggest audience. Along with such an established business that I don't
where comic shop owners all get Captain Marvel, Captain America and think it could be done away with. There
together with the comic book publishers Mary Marvel, Superman became a was such a big fervor about rock lyrics,
to See all the new products andso on." familiar figure in the pop culture but look what happened."
Still, for some of us the image of through the comic frames. Comic Book Confidential takes a
the comic book world is underground But as the decade changed so did unique look at the 60's and the under-
and inaccessible. This is a myth that the face of the "hero." He, and it was ground culture as told through the eyes
Castrovilla and the comic industry as a primarily a he, traded in his tights and of comic book guru R. Crumb and his
whole wants to dispel. And fortunately cape for a GI·uniform. As the war years character friends Fritz the Cat and the
for anyone mildly interested yet leery of brought on a new sense of nationalism it Fabulous and Furry Freak Brothers.
comic culture, New Mythology is co- . was reflected in the comic book world. The 60's saw the birth of "under-
sponsoring Comic Book Confidential at In the early 50's comic books took ground" comics and were part of the
the Flicks this week. The film delves' another drastic tum in format and new creative rush indicative of the time.
inside the quirky history of the comic formula. Out were the fluffy sug- But the protest and satire coinics shared
book and brings us up to date with a arsweet romance stories and Nazi the comic shelves with a new breed of
look at the leading edge and introduces crushing GI tales and in came horrific super hero including The Fantastic Four
us to some of the new and old visionar- creeps and supernatural suspense plots. and a new look at Batman.
ies of the field. The film is a chance to This period is referred to bycomic book' . The contemporary definition of a
arm yourself before you get lost in the historians as the EC era. EC was the comic book is at best vague, Castroville
comic book jungle. first publishing company to print in this said. The art isas diverse as the story
Comic books are now seen as a genre. Talesfrom the Crypt, one of the line; Stan Lee's Spiderman to Art
wide open artistic medium attracting more popular titles delineated its Spiegelman's Maus. A comic book can
some of the most creative personalities characters much in the same way that be as many as 400 pages and as few as
from the fields of literature and art But the 50's TV show The Twilight Zone 10: the beauty of it.according to ,
the comic book medium had to jump did, through shock and shadowy CastrovilIo, is how relatively easy it is
through its share of hoops before mystery. Unfortunately the iron fist of to put out a comic book.
gaining respect. - federal censorship that smashed the Comic Book Confidential is playing
As the fIlm tells it, the comic creativity in Hollywood during the this week at !.heHicks and is an easy
industry saw its beginning in the early, ,paranoid 50's also took a whack at !.he and enjoyable introduction into, the ,
30's as an offshoot of !.heBig Little comic book industry. After a few comic book culture. Geek or non-geek,
books which gave characters like LiUle' investigations by !.heSenate Sub- conservative or liberal, academic or
Orphan Annie, Tom Mix and Dick committee on Juvenile Delinquency in realist, we could all use a new past time.
j ...~
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Cast your
responsible
vote at the
cash register
byCoryWees
The University News
If you've ever considered the
ethical implications of eating-a bowl of
Wheaties or wondered if the company
that makes Cool Whip also makes use
of harmful animal testing, these answers
and more can be found in Shopping for
a Bitler World, a pocket-sized reference
guide that rates name-brand products in
terms of their companies' social
responsibility.
How do your favorite sundries hold
up in categories like minority and
women's advancement, involvement in
south Africa and environmental impact?
What is the moral .difference between
Coke and Pepsi? And what mega
corporation is responsible for funding
the arms race and nuclear energy? Let's
see ... could it be ... G.E.?!? '
With these companies' reputations
in full view, each time you step up to
the cash register, youcast a vote. Or
even when you tum on the TV, since
General Electric owns NBC. Docs that
mean I should boycott Joan Baez
because she appeared on The Today
Show? That's when things start getting
a little hazy. I don't want to cut off my
nose to spite my face. Joan, save me a
few seals. I mean seats.
Order "Shopping for a Better
World" by calling 1-800-822-6435
It's been a while since I've heard
anything nasty about MTV. Have they
hypnotized an entire generation? It's
too bad that subjecting yourself to a
never-ending stream of hype and
commercials is the only way to keep up
with new music being released. What
really scares me is their "your news,
your issues, the things you care about"
approach to music, passing off rock star .
trivia as aserious issue. We even pump
. this stuff into Micronesia, where there
are still islands that have never had
contact with white men. Guns '0'
Roses and a bowl of gruel. It's too bad
the Native Americans didn't have this
kind 'of forewarning.:'. ..
Arghhl They're coming at me. '
Not much time left. I have a confession
to make. In the World Music review
week before last.J incorrectly identified
Yousou N'Dour as a-Nigerian Prince
when h~ is actually a PO\l star from
Senegal. I'm sorry. At least it's better
than !.heold I-thought-ldaho:was-Iowa '
. story,. I try to stay up on theSe !.hing!l
but my reading light keeps flashing and
the VJ's voice gets so irritating.
Community Orchestra sets annual fall concert for Oct., 29
pieces includingYivaldi's "Autumn" not be in !.heBoise Philharmoni)a
from !.he"Four Seasons," Samball chance to play.
describes the baroque piece as unique "We"re not a great orchestra yet,"
for its time. ,S<i\id Samball; 'but !.here is a lot of
Other pieces to be performed enthusiasm in the music, and everyone
include the overture to "TheMerry really enjoysthemSelves, which is
Wives of Windsor" by Nicholi, music really !.hebottom line,"
from the opera "Carmen" byBizetand ,'Tickets are $4 general admission,
!.hesymphonic poems of "The Moldua." $2 senior citizens and free to BSU
The orchestra formed about four faculty, staffaild students.
years ago to otTer people in !.hearea .
who played symphonic musie,butcould
by Cory Wees
The University News
The BSU Community Orchestra, a
72-piece ensemble with members
ranging in age from 18 to 80, plays its
animal fall concert at 7:30p.m., Oct. 29
in the Special Events Center. ,
Under the direction of BSU music
professor Michael' Samball,the orches-
tra will perform an array of popular
2
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SPB film, WiZard ojOz, 8 p.m.,
SPEC. All SPB~sponsored films are
free to BSU students with activity
cards, $1 for BSU faculty and staff
and high school students and $2.50
for the general public. The WiZard
of Oz is the genuine American •
classic starring Judy Garland, who
finds herself in a land of colorful
characters .and spirited adventure
and is rated G.
rr • "II II
.. IR...
t J; ••n"
Portland Trailblazers 1'5. Indiana
Pacers, 7:30 p.m., Pavilion. Tickets
are $8 adults and $5 for children 12
and under, from all Select-a-Seat
outlets.
Joan Baez Inconcert, 8 p.m.,
Morrison Center. Tickets are $16.50
and $14 from all Select-a-Seat
outlets.
,xxxx)
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WIN A PAIR OF
TICKETS TO SEe
DONNY
OSMOND
Every Other Week, featuring
Normandi Ellis speaking about
Goddess Mythology, 12:30 p.m .•
Liberal Arts Building, Liberal Arts
conference room, 208B. Everyone is
invited to attend.
Manus, 6:30 p.rn., Education'
Building. room 332. French
videotape sponsored by BSU's
Cineclub Francais. Free. '
Treasure Vnlley Concert Band,
under the direction of BSU music
professor Melvin Shelton, 7:30
p.m., SPEC, free. The 7Q-piece
conceit band, founded and
conducted by BSU music professor
Melvin Shelton, is made up of wind
instrument players from
throughout the community. BSU
music professor Marcellus Brown
will direct Percy Grainger's
. Colonial Song and Garland Entree
March by Karl King.
Services avaUable in the BSU
Writing center Lab, a lecture
sponsored by the Non-Traditional
Student Support Group, noon - 1:30
p.m .• Student Union Clearwater
Room.
s
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Halloween in Boise
Th re's gobs and
*~\\.~~t;t\\
- \C~._\)~~c..~
1. W'hat famous English alng_r /muslclan
plays on, and produced,songs for Donny's
latest L.P., Soldier Of Love?
2. W'hat TV shovv first Introduced th~
O:s""ond Brc:>thersto th~ Am~rlcan public?
3. W'hat fruit drink did Donny and Marie
do commerclc;:lIs for?
4. W'hat vvas Donny's fl'rat #I 1 solo single?
5. W'h~n did the Dc:>nnyand Marie shc:>vvrun?
\!
'\
tion Murder openingOct 27 for a gist
• twoweek run (Oct 27 • 29 and Legendsays thosewho
..,.....---------'---. Nov. I - 4). Seeinga play may not the mask are driven tomadn
Late October... the discount be a traditionalHalloween' and death. Follow themask
'stores are decorated in'orangeand custom,but this presentation terrifying round of Ilallucina
black and in the skinny aisles promises to be entertaining' terror and death on Oct 28 a
'hordes of youngsters stand, ' nonetheless. A mystery,Pre- 1l:30 p.m. on KAID-TVCh
'pondering whether they should' scription-Murder was the script Four. Mystic Magic, a 20-m
ask mom and dad for a Batmanor fromwhich the first Columbo . 3-D color Ieatureuc of tricks
a Transformercostume this year.' moviewas drawn. Call BLT at illusions performed byHarrj
Down the way, buying typing 342-5104 for ticket information. Blackstone, Jr. will openTill.
.paper, a college student flashes Catch a movie. Psycho, Mask.' .
,back to the good ole' days of AlfredHitchcock's famous scary, Get.spooked at theJ-IO~
yesteryear;when insteadof movie, is playing in ihe BSU _ 'March of Dimes SpookHou:
choosing between 20· or 30· ' SpecialEventsCenter Oct. 29 at 8 The haunted house is located
weight bond paper, he too spent p.m, the K-Mart on Americana
hours dressing to beg for sweelS.Watch a 3-D movie 011the Boulevard.Admissioni~$21
Never fear.While the hallowed . television. BUy3·D glasses for a person. Opening on Oct 24
, tradition of Irick 'or' treat maybe buck at participating 7-11 stores, runningthrough Halloween,
• for the younger goblins, there are Shaver's stores or at KAID·TV on .house is open from 7 p.m,to
Prizes for the contest have been donated by manyways for the older ghouls to the BSU campus, and catch The 10:30p.m, except for Friday,
. Madd Max Productions. have a ghost of a good time this Mask. The Mask is a supernatural Saturday lindHalloween,wb
Donny Osmond will appear In concert at the Halloween in Boise. thriller centered around an ancient the house is open untilmidni
'. Attend the BoiseLittle South American'Indian ritual For a more culturedexpe
~.~.======M=o=rr=is=o=n=. ::c=e=n=t=e=r=,=N=O=V="=4=,=a==t=8 p ,=m="=::;:===II~ Theater's production of Prescrip- mask unearthedby an archaeolo- ence, The Boise.Philhannon
IN CONCERT,
NOV. 4 !
1.
by Holly M. Anderson
The University News
3.
5.
4.
1. Entries will be checked by the University News Prospects staff, Everyone who answers
all questions correctlv Iseligible. The winners will be chosen In ci random'drawlng. '
2. Turn In completed entries to the University News office Mon. through Frl.between
noon and 4 p.m. Entry deadline IsFriday. Oct. 27. 1989at 4 prn. Bring your current
actiVity card to verify your BSUstatus, '
3. Open only to registered BSUtull and pcrt-tlrne students. University,N~ws employees
are not eligible. Only one entry per student,
II
?
Comedians John Paul and Dan
Deprez, a Noon Buffoon program
sponsored by the Student Programs
Board comedy committee, noon,
Student Union BolseanLounge, free.
All Evening of Romantic Music,
BSU Faculty Artist Series. 7:30
p.m., Morrison Center Recital Hall.
Featuring mezzo soprano Catherine
Elliott with' Gerald Schroeder.
piano; Craig Purdy, viola; and
Wilber Elliott, tenor. Tickets are
free to students. $4 general
adrnlsslon and $2 seniors at the
door. ,.
SPB fllm, Bagdad Cafe. 8 p.m .•
SPEC. Bagdad Cafe is a comic fable
about the touching friendship that
develops between two women of
different cultures.
Comedian Steven Wrlght;8'p~m.;
Morrison Center. Tickets are $15.50
and $13.50 from all Select-a-Seat
outlets.
Nine Idaho Photographers and
SCulptors: Idahos OWn, artists'
reception. 7 - 9 p.m .• Gallery of Art.
Liberal Arts Building. Normal
hours for the exhibit are 9 a.m. - 5
p.m. Monday - Friday, 1 - 5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
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BSU Invitational men's cross-
country meet, BSU.
A Moming With Bill Edelen. 9 a.m.
to noon, Liberal Arts Building,
room 106. Tickets are $8 advance at
me Blue Unicorn, $10 at the door.
Call 345-9390 for more
information. .
Volleyball, BSU us. Idaho State,
7:30 p.m .• Human Performance
Center.
Halloween Fantasy, featuring the
Boise Philharmonic, 8: 15 p.rn.
Tickets are $10 from all Select-a-
Seat outlets.
8th annual KAID-TV Directors
Banquet, Norm Abram of This Old
House will be speaking, 7 p.m., Les
Bois Turf Club, Western Idaho
Fairgrounds. Tickets are $25, call
385-3727 for reservations.
The Mask, a 3-0 1963 'camp' horror
rum, presented by Idaho Public
Television KAIO-Channel 4, 11 :30
p.m., on your television. 3-0 glasses
are available for $1 from
partrcipatlng 7-11 stores. Shaver's
stores and at KAID-1V on the BSU
campus Proceeds will benefit Idaho
Public Television and the Idaho
Arthritis Foundation'.
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BSU University/Community· '
Orchestra, 7:30 p.m .• SPEC. Tickets
are free for BSUstudents. faculty
and staff, $4 general admission, and
$2 seniors at the door.
SPB film, Psycho. 8 p.m., SPEC.
, Alfred Hitchcock's most notorious
rum starring Anthony Perkins and
Janet Leigh, Psycho is a 'tale of
suspense, drama. and genuine
terror. .
London Ballet's- Magic Flute,
sponsored by the American
Festival Ballet. 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.,
Morrison Center. Tickets are $34,
$24, $20. $16 arid $8 with a $2
discount for students and seniors
and are available from all Select-a-
Seat outlets. Children's matinee
tickets are half-price.
carole and Bren in concert. 3 p.m ..
The Flickslocated at 646 Fulton St.
Tickets are $5 advance at The
Flicks. Unitarian Fellowship and
the YWCA, and $6 at the door. .
Carole and Bren sing and perform
original music with many
.tnstruments. including the Celtic
harp. Burmese gong. Tibetan,
singing bowls: and Aztec and Taos
drums. Their Boise appearance is
sponsored by the Boise Peace
guilters.Boise Unitarian
Fellowship and The Fltcks.
Nightmare on University Drive, 3 -
5 p,m.• Student Union Big Four
Room. Food, games. spook house
for families with activities oriented
to cJ;1ildren three to 12 years.old .•
free. Sponsored bythe Student ~~r~~~~~~Programs Board. call 385-3874 for
more information.
ighosts J things to d
Xenonwill sponsor a party with
$500 in prizes and free beer for all
those of legal drinking age. At
The Zoo, J 105will celebrate their
fourth birthday wiih a masquerade
ball. Hannah's will be hopping
with local R & B band, The Club,
and a costume contest. The
Bouquetwill host a party 10
benefit theWolfRecovery efforts.
. 'The Costume Shop, located at
412 S. 9th St., has videos avail-
able for a $4 rental fee and how-to
sheets 10 insnuct prospective
costurnepaniers on how 10 put
together a winning costume. "We
have items you won't find
anywhere else in town in terms of
accessoriesand wigs." said
Coslllme S,hopmanager'Star
Moxley.. Toys 'R' Us and
SpencerGifts, located in the
Towne SquareMall also offer a
bevy of costume options and
accessories. Don'tforget to take
a lookat the thrift stores when
searching for the perfect. yet
inexpensive,costume.
Adult students with'those little
goblins yeaming to display those
BatmanOf Transformer costumes
.can take their children to Boo at
the Zoo Oct. 28 from noon 10 4
p.rn,
The Student ProgramsBoard
will sponsorNightmare on .
University Drive.ca Oct. 29 from
3 - 5 p.m. in the Student Union
Big Four Room.
The Boise Public Library "
staffwill share ghost stories,
monster poems, movies and treats
with children this Halloween.
LibrarianKevin Booe cautions
parents that "the story might be a
little seary for younger children."
The fun begins at 7 p.m. on Oct.
31. Call the library for reserva-
tions.3844421.
SPB film, Wings of Desire, 8 p.rn.,
SPEC. Winas ofDesire Is fairy tale
about a pair of angels who wander
through the streets of West Berlin
wondering what.it would be like to
be human.
presents HalloweenFantasy at
vho wear 8:15 p.m, Oct. 28 in the Pavilion.
iadness Selections fromPhantom of/he
iask on a .Opena.King Kong. Cats., .
cinations, Frankenstein and other Holly-
28 at wood-inspiredselectionswill be
r Channel played. ' ,
Ominute;. The Philharmonicencourages
icks and patrons to dress as a favorite film
larry character.or to create a costume.
I The Tickets are $12, with a $2
discount for students and'senior
citizens. Children tinder 12will
be admitted for $9.
As always, several local
clubswill be sponsoring their
annual costume parties and
'. contests. J-105 is holdinga
Halloween Tea Dance Oct; 26 at
, the Mardi Gras. On Oct. is,
. several clubs, includingNuts
Comedy Cabarel,will throw
, coslllmeparties.withcash prizes
for the best costumes.
On Oct. 31. Halloween,
-105/
House.
ated at
a
•$2 per
.24and
~n, the
1. to
·day,
,when
lipnight.
~xperi-
monic
Advertising Club
Marketing, Ad Design, Art & Communication Majors or
anyone interested in advertising is encouraged to come.
Meeting are every Monday at 6 p.m. Student Union Teton
room. For more information call Nelda at 344-1168.
Campus Crusade for Christ
Meetings are Friday nighls at 7:30 p.rn, in Businessbuildingj
room 102. .'
Students International.Meditatlon Society
, Gandharva Veda Video Concert,Oct. 27 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Sludent Union Nez Perce room. '
PhiAlpa Theta-History Club
Meets 2nd and 4th Thursdays of every month in the History
Dept. conference room.
ColI~ge Democrats
Meeting October 25,4 p.m., in the Bannock Room, Student
Union Building.' _
,
Chi Alpha Pentacostal Movement of BSU
Reverend ~ack Risner of New Life Christian Center will be
the featured guest speaker, October 26, at 8 p.m. '
, in the Owyhee Room, Student Union Building.
GaY,and Lesbian Alliance (GALA)
M~eling - Friday, October 27 at 7 p.m., Student Union
Annex. 1005 Michigan Ave. This week will be a party/social
hour. Saturday the 28th, GALA will host an Old Fasnioned
Halloween Bash, starting at 9 p.m., Bring a Jack O'Lantern.
for the carving contest. For lOcation and more information'
call Ann at 345-7495 or Brian at 336-5160. .,
% .
;::"
),,
"The University News
The monotone Steven Wright- brings
hissurreal and imaginative act to Boise
Halloween videos not for the faint at heart
"Page lOOc:tober 23,1989
steven Wrlght
With this in mind, and under-
standing that I may be a tad bit
jaded from all the movies I've
seen, allow me to mention a few
film titles that arc available for
rental that just may incite these
types of feelings: drea-d, fear,
horror, disgust, and/or, at the very
least, disorientation. Some may
scare only a handful or they may
put the entire town of Nampa in a
facility for the damaged, but you
be the judge. And don't blame
me if your blood.pressure remains
unaffected. These are the ones
that worked for me.
Let's start with those particular
films that have held up through
subsequent watchings. An
American Werewolf in London,
with its hybrid blend of comedy
and horror, is one of the greatest
John Landis is at the top of his
(short-lived) directorial form as he
combines violent nigbtmares,
superstitious village mythos, and
. haunting love storj 'to~create
honest shivers-tempered, of
course, with an honest laugh here
and there, Jack, the decaying best
by Cliff Hall
The University News
Halloween, that blackest of all
nights, shrouded in demonic mys-
tery and biting suspense, with its
eerie trick-or-treaters and chilling
weather, is the perfect time of
year for renting videos capable of
highlighting these same qualities.
Fear is relative. And to many
audiences, the idea of "something
terrifying" could mean many
. things: from it certain scary situ-
ation to a particularly ghastly
sight to anything with such a high
level of tension that it is practi-
cally unbearable. What scares me
may not always scare you.
The only thing I find even
remotely scary about the Friday
the 13th movie series (or any
other sex-and-slash film, for that
mauer) is that they were ever
made in the first place. I mean,
this is America for crying out
loud! Where'sJesse Helms when
'you need him?
"SPEAKING OF DREAMS" WORLD TOUR
Tues., Oct. 24 8:00 p.m. ~ti~
aM Tickets $16.50 & $14~00·.. IIrfI Illn.
~m[QlZ For phone Orders wllh .MORFUSON.'/f' a MasterCard " ,e - CENTER~i D & Visa. call. 385-1110 , ....... _ ....
by Holly M. Anderson
The University News
Steven Wright, the famous
"monotone" comedian, titled his
1986 debut album I Have A Pony.
In 1989,Wright has a whole lot
more than just a pony.
He won an Academy Award -
for writing and acting in the 1988
short film, The Appointments of
Dennis Jennings. IHave a Pony
earned Wright a Grarnmy
nomination and he had his own
HBO special On Location: Steven
Wright. Wright regularly docs the
rounds on the late night talk show
circuit US magazine called him
"the funniest man in America."
Most importantly, Wright's
deadpan, or as he has called it
"surrealistic," sense of humor has
garnered many a nod from
entertainment fans and critics.
. The Treasure Valley will be
friend of the protagonist, is a
stroke of genius as the equivalent
of a modem day Greek chorus.
Any film by David Cronenburg
is a sure-fire Halloween hit. Start
with Videodrome or The Fly and
move then to Dead Ringers, The
DeiuJ Zone, or Scanners. Rabid is
also fine, as is The Brood. Each
benefit from the deft hand of a
great horror director and all have
moments of true, skin-crawling
malice. Cronenburg's world is
similar to our own in so many
ways, but be careful: It bites.
Stuart Gordon, who, inciden-
tally, wrote last summer's huge
Honey, IShrunk the Kids, directed
two H. P. Lovecraft stories that
are quite effective. His Re-
Animator and From Beyond are
fine examples of the fun one can
have while being scared. Both
flicks offer silliness with fright
and each are wonderful exercises
in film tone. If you haven't seen
either one, I'd advise it-
especially on tape (unrated) as
compared to cable where several .
good-n-gory minutes have been
excised.
Recent additions to the horror!
suspense shelf include Parents, a
bloody ,semi-amusing scream in
which a 1950's Randy Quaid and
Mary Beth Hurt are meat lovers
who wish the same on their
vegetarian Son. Sandy Dennis is
clever as the school psychologist
and the production is a stinging
comment on those "benign"
times. Trust me-it's for those
with strong stomachs only.
Another relatively new one is
Hellbound: Hellraiser IJ (Un-
rated) directed by Tony Randel
(not Felix on TV's Odd Couple!)
. able to experience Wright and his
"Wright~isms" such as "I spent
the afternoon trying to daydream,
but my mind kept wandering",
Oct 27 when Wright appears live
on the MorrisonCenter stage at 8
p.m,
"There's a time and a place for
everything. But I lost my sched-
ule," Wright once joked. Break-
ing into big time comedy certainly
wasn't on Wright's life schedule
when he was attending Boston's
Emerson College. In an interview
with Emerson's Alumni maga-
zinc.Wright says he did not feel
comfortable trying out for the
school's comedy troupe.
But at 24, he attended an
"open mike" audition and soon
beeame a regular performer at
Ding He's Comedy Club and
Chinese restaurant in Cambridge,
Mass.
Itwas at Ding Ho's where
'Tonight Show producer Peter
LaSally got his first glimpse of'
Wright, but not his last laugh.
Impressed with Wright's unique
style, LaSally immediately
booked Wright's first appearance
on The Tonight Show with Jolinny
Carson. The August 1982 guest
shot created a big stir, and Wright
was asked to return one week
later, a phenomenon Carson folks
say hasn't been matched by an
unknown in over ten Years.
Wright has said in interviews
that lie wants to put his abstract
imagination to work developing
other film concepts and projects.
Hopefully, he won't get so busy,
he is forced to give up performing
live. But just in case, tickets for
Wright's Boise performance are
still available for $15.50 and
$13.50 from all Select-a-Seat
outlets.
fllIIB
Hellraiser was ok but the sequel
has more actual wit, style, fun,
and true creepiness than the
original, not to mention a much
glossier look. Clive Barker,
Britain's answer to our own
-Stephen King and the one person
whom the latter "sees" as the
future of horror, wrote and
directed the first oneand that may
account for the second one's
seeming superiority. Nonetheless,
I was hypnotized by the movie's
nastiness and immediate eager-
ness to repel an audience. Not for
everyone, that's for sure, but still
one of the more potent tapes
available.
W'axwork and Eyes of Fire' are
two of my favorite sleeper tapes.
Since so few have seen them, it's
fun to bring them out and share
with the uninitiated. They always
tend to draw discussion and
uneasiness. As docs Hello Mary
. Lou: Prom Night Il, afilm that
has so little in common with Prom
Night as tomake its title, frankly,
absurd. What isn't absurd,
however, is the movie's tone,
which is more akin to David
Lynch's Blue Velvet than to
anything else.
Pumpkinhead, the story of a
father's tragic revenge on his
. j
son's death, The Stepfather, a
frightening family drama, and'
Near Dark, a stylish, modem day
vampire tale with some great
dinner scenes, are what I consider
to be buried gems and, if they're ,
withinarm's reach, snatch them
up.
It may not be availablebeeause
it's so new, but PetSematary has
just been released and I recom-
mend it-at least the first 50
minutes or so. Director Mary
Lambert instills much more
emotion than might be expected
in this type of film and a local
. animal actor is one of its stars.
Not bad for a Stephen King story.
or course. uhere are several '
movie classics that are still pretty
darn upseuing as far as horror
films go: Alfred Hitchcock's
Psycho, The Haunting (Directed
by Robert Wise and starring Julie
Harris), The Village of the .
Damned, Polanski's Rosemary's
Baby, and the original Halloween
arc all highly recommended.
These 'may beeome favorites of
yours too.
But if you fcel that there's
nothing on tape that's really scary
to watch "because those things
couldn't happen anyway," then
try renting Talk Radio, Oliver
Stone's brutal recreation of thep--------- .........- ...........-......-. .;,'5~~~~~ true-life murder of a radio talk
. ; The rrthl1l._In-lEZ .s..@.,!Ipiper u"elc·o·me~. .~. s~ohwpcrso(lIhality;Manson"tha true•.& ~ .&J ~ ••__ •• \'VI .~ rng tmare t e most stay-wi _
J----:--~-,--_~...,_,....."..."...~-:-...,.. ~-='""",......".-=-==...,;::.~;.--::;::::~...::;...u you-horrific tape I've seen in a .The,ViennClO- .~Olr'Bo"s ~~~'i:TI~i,~~a~~: ~~~;~n
Presen.ling a Program of Sacred. J' seen before; or, if you still
haven't been moved, try Arma-Songs, Secular and dd th . ".
FolkMusic plus a 1lIURSD~ NOVEMBER2·- 8PM ge on, at most Jolly and tesuve
~stumed Operetta. of films with depictions of
psychics and early peoples
predicting the end of all timc-a
really great one 10 watch just
. before bed;
&--.3I....:==='--:~~=-==-=:-=:~~-::--==~-==-~ ......c..._...:.'-:-'!lIWl~-=-I.1 Finally, if all else fails and you
still want to be scared, nauseated,
.or both, you can always rent any
Tony Danza movie, or Beaches.
No\y toot'sske.ddy, roysandgirls!!
girls!! '
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Shirtless guys, stoned roses, and ruling skunks?
1
~
by David Lentz
The University News
As always, there's a lotof
music out these days .. I found
some of it and here's what I think:
The Red Hot Chili Peppers,
those funked-up, shirtless
wonders are at it again. Their
latest effort, Mother's Milk (EMl),
is right on par for the Peppers-
another hit-and-miss collection
that rocks like a banshee some-
times arid can't hold your atten-
tion the rest of the time. When
they're on, they're on; cuts like
"Subway to Venus" and "Taste
the Pain" really make this album
worth hearing. Their song
"Magic Johnson" breaks new
ground-it's goua be the only
funk ode to theLA. Lakers, and it
must be the fastest, most hypcrac-
tive rap since that balding guy in
those Federal Express ads. They
shed new light on an old hit with
their version of Jimi Hendrix's
"Fire" featuring Hillel Slovak
on guitar, to whose memory
Mother's Milk is dedicated. The
rest of the stuff is cool--"Knock
Me Down" is a great song with
an equally great video, but some
of it kind of makes you wonder
what's on television ...
Those idiot-savants who call
themselves Camper Van
Aer smith "Pumps" up the v tume f r hits[
1
Beethoven kicked a guy who
played the. fiddle out of their
band, hired a girl who played the
fiddle, and recorded Key Lime
Pie. Actually, most of their
silliness is gone (my guess is that
it's a direct result of associating
with a girl) but-they're still
coming up with some solid, easy,
enjoyable songs. There's a song
called "Sweethearts" that you just
never want to end, but the good
part is that when it does, there's a
song called "When I Win the
Lottery" right after it, and even
though it's a semi-gloomy look at
Bon Jovi. Songmaster Desmond
Child lent his talents for two of
the tracks, "F.I.N.E." and "What
ItTakes," yet they do not have
.that dreaded popmctal sound as
do most of the songs cliild has
co-written with Bon Jovi.
,"Love in an Elevator," the
first single to be released, is
already number 11 in Billboard
magazine and is still climbing.
The album is also full of out-right
rockers that shake your bones like
"Young Lust" and "Voodoo
Medicine Man," both of which are
reminiscent of "Rats in the~~iifi~~~~~~~~~~~~" Cellar" and "Toys in the Auic.'
And of course it wouldn't be a
complete rock 'n roll album if
there wasn't at least one ballad
designed to make you feci like
crap over your last relationship.
"What itTakes" covers this part
of the album. It's bluesy and has
a lot-more feeling than their last
heartbreaker "Angel," which
seemed to be written TorMTV.
One unusual quality about
this album isthat unlike the
stereotypical metal songs where
~~:~~~~i~~~~~tools that got them their last "by Phillip Von Borgen success, but I was wrong. PumpThe University News does not have the same over-pol-
ished production that Permanent
Vacation did. Instead, we hear
raunchy rock 'n' roll true of their
earlier sound back in the 70s.
These Boston boys have proven'
that their comeback into the rock
mainstream was nofluke.
Pump was produced by Bruce
Fairbairn, who also produces for
Last night while I was dodg-
ing potholes and construction, I
put in Aerosmith's latest tape,
Pump. I didn't expect any
variation in the musical style of it
since most bands follow a
successful album with the same
Need 6 Full-Time
10 part-time people
$1000+PT
. $4000 + FT
, Full training
START NOWI
'~lr.lI
.-.._-----
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our values and priorities and
stupidity, it's done in such a
Camperesque way as to kind of
make you smile and laugh and
just appreciate it for being a good
song. This album isn't blissful
from beginning to end or any-
thing, and it's not as good as their
last one, Our Beloved Revolution-
ary Sweetheart (which was
.actually eight of the 10 best
records of 1988),but the Campers
have gone relatively light on the
ethnic fiddle garbage they usually
do, and most of the songs are
good, and good for you whoever
you are. And "Pictures of
Matchstick Men" is just the
coolest. And the liner notes are
good.too,
If you take all the synthesiz-
ers away from an English band,
well that's great. If you take them
all but one, well that's the Stone
Roses. Their self-titled album on
Silvertone records is laden with
hits like "She Bangs the Drums"
and "Waterfall." It's pop-rock
music, darkened by a tastefully
murky, Smiths-ish sound. This
isn 't. the gutsiest stuff in the
world, even the up-tempo songs
sound pretty mellow, but the
European sound comes through in
a delightfully fresh and coherent
way. The production is well-
Fresh Produce Barn
4700 Chinden Garden City 378 -9747
(j)Cauliflower HEAD $1~
~ Mushrooms 1Ib./ $f.ll
IiRed Deli~ious Apples 6lbs. / $1.00
. I would like to recognize the following people for their .
involvement and Successful implementation of the Harvi
Griffin concert.October 20.
Jeff Rienke Kathy Adams
Jim Borton .BiII Stephan
Lon Zeman .
I would also like to invite anyone who is interested in
participating on the Performing Arts Committee
to c3ll me at 38S~36SS for more information.
Our meetings arc Wednesdays at Spm.
Thank you. Kim, SPB'Perfonmng Arts Chair.
done, taking the obnoxious edge
off everything. There's even a
hint of jazz on "Shoot You
Down," and gosh dam that works
well. And you can never really
hear that one synthesizer.
Maybe three orfour years
ago, the incessant harmony and
rhythm guitars of the Allisons
would've sounded like something
pretty cool. Well, we may be
older and wiser, but the Allisons
aren't. In fact, I'd say they're
.pretty dumb, them and Spindletop
records, for putting out this self-
titled LP. It's long and dumb and
from the very first chord, rung
with promise and proclamation to
the very last. Nothing happens.
They gave one guy a lead vocal
Stone Roses
boy meets girl, loses girl and cries
about it, the songs on Pump are
based on real life experiences.
"Monkey on my Back" is about
their previous drug addicted days
and their climb back to the top.
On "Voodoo Medicine Man" the
band tells of the bad condition of
our planet. "Janie's Got a Gun"
addresses family violence.
'AN EVENING OF
COMEDY WITH
credit, even though his two
buddies are always singing along
while they strum and strum and.
won't shut up. And one guy plays
the bass and one guy plays the
drums and nothing happens. And
then they start to play "Homeward
Bound" just when you thought
they were gutless, and it's really
boring and nothing comes of it
and then you think they're
despicable. No. Richard Marx is
despicable. The Allisons are just
intolerably dull.
Skunk rules. Last American
Virgi[l (SST) is too cool for a lot
of people. Skunk kind of sounds
like Soul Asylum. At times they
kind of sound like a Soul Asylum
rip-off. But then they do stuff like
get real quiet and pick at these
real pretty chords and bass lines
that float around way up high.
Then they go back to cranking out
solid punk sounds with intelligent
lyrics and subtle harmonics .: The
songs are simple, a lot of simple
parts that all mesh together into
the big picture, full of detail and
color. Skunk has songs called
. "(Thcrc'Il Be Other Girls) Hoss," •
"Hots on 4 Suzy,' and "Good to
Your Earholc.' They're all very
powerful, penetrating, solid,
guitar-driven and melodic. You
can't get more than that from just
one record.
Overall, Pump has enough
hard driven rock tunes balanced
out with some real blusey
numbers to keep most rock 'n roll
fans happy. Pick-up Pump, and
cruise down memory lane with
the early sound of Aero smith.
But most of all, keep an eye out
for those potholes from hell while
you're navigating.
. \
I
I
Frida .October 27,a, 1<F96
t".-,...........Ma
TICKETS:
$15.50 & $13.50 .
For phone order with Master-
Card or Visa call 385-1110.
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BSUrunners finish second in Boise State Invitational
by Corky Hansen
The University News
The weather for the Boise State
Invitational on Saturday in Ann
Morrison Park was substantially less
than inviting, as' was the Weber
State women's, cross country team.
WSU won the four-team meet with
35 points.BSU finished second as
a team with 49 points, followed
closely by Montana State with 50.
University of Idaho finished the
meet with 96 points overall.
Kathy Karpel, a junior from
Huntington Beach, Calif., was Boise
State's top finisher in the 5,000
meter race with a time of 18:06.
The time placed her second behind
the race's favorite to win, Montana
• State's Kathleen Monaghan, who
ran away from the pack with a time
of 17:44.
Consistency brought the vic-
· tory home for Weber. Although
theirtoppcrformer, Michelle Sloan,
placed third and was 37 seconds off
of the winning pace, they finished
four runners in the heat's top ten.
BSU freshman Sara Herman
placed 8th with a time of 18:48, and
Jenny Beatty, whose time of 18:55
placed her at 10th overall. Broncos'
Christine Olen, Jenny Hannah and
Dana Perry each finished with a
time of 19:19 to place 14th, 15th
and 16th, respectively.
Boise State next competes in
• the Weber State Invitational on
Saturday in Ogden. The Big Sky
Championships will be held Nov.
II in Salt Lake City.
f
~
''\'',11'
Sophomore Dana Perry (right). placed 16th In the BSU Invitational cross country meet Saturday In
Ann Morrison Park. Here. Crystal Jones shelters her from the rain atter the meet, Jones Is on the BSU
track team,
Broncos buck off Montana State Bobcats
by Rob Nesbit
The University News
Boise State improved their
conference mark on Saturday night
to a perfect 4-0 with a 37-10 victory
over the Montana State University
.Bobcats, BSU improved to 5-2
overall, while MSU fell to 3-5 and
1-4 conference record. BSU next
plays the Univeristy of Montana in
Missoula.
The Broncos scored 27 of their
37 points in the fourth quarter, pil-
ing up points off Bobcat turnovers.
Although they took the ball in for
four touchdowns, the Broncos
managed to compile only 99 yards
in the air and 36 yards on the ground
in the final quarter.
"We got the job done," assis-
tant coach Jim Zorn said of' the
victory. "Our defense played very
well, but our offense didn't playas
well as they can. It's not for any one
.BSU Athletes of the Week
Kathy Karpel: cross-country
track; junior' from Huntington
Beach, CA. Placed second over-
all in Saturday's meet in Ann
Morrison Park, helping Broncos
pull down a second-place finish.
Her time was 18:06.
Erik Helgeson: football; junior
defensive end from Boise. Eleven
tackles and three quarterback
sacks in Saturday's game. Re-
covered one fumble which led to
a Bronco score. For the season,
leads the league with 12QBsacks.
reason. You can't single out any per game, held Montana State to a
one person or anyone group of mere 54 yards rushing, far short of
players; it's just a total offensive theirleague-leadingaverageofover
situation." 250 yards per game.
Offensively, the Broncos Pacing the Broncos defensively
racked up 18 first downs and 394 were Erik Helgeson with 1I tackles
total yards. Mike Virden was 11/26 and three quarterback sacks, and
for 164 yards, leading the passing Tim O'Connor with eight tackles.
attack, while Chris Thomas gained Any worries about the Bron-
105 yards to lead the rushing game. cos' offensive abilities arc unneces-
Wide receiver Ricky Hill caught _sary, according to Zorn., "I believe'
five passes for 110 yards to pace the we area good offensive tC3Ol,"he
receiving corp. said. "Fortunately, we haven't
Defensively, the Broncos were peaked. When we put it together,
stellar. BSU, which leadsthe Big we're explosive. For me, I stand
Sky in rushing defense, allowing there and I' know it's a matter of
the opposition less than 65 yards time."
Vo/leyba/lers bounce back
. by Corky Hansen
The University News
The women Broncos settled for
a split in road volleyball action last
weekend, dropping Friday's match
to Eastern Washington in three
games, 13~15, 7-15, 14-16, before
bouncing back the next night to
defeat Idaho 15-9, 15-12, 15-13.
"We just got back on track, and
our spirits are now high again,"
Coach Pharmer said after Saturday's
victory. Optimistic fans at Boise
State might look back to the ISU
loss and BSU's subsequent five-
game winning streak. .
BSU next travels to Weber
State, whom they defeated soundly
last month in Bronco Gymnasium,
followed by home contests against
Idaho State and NNC.
_BSU hitter Tina Harris spear-
headed Saturday's victory with nine
kills, four digs and a hitting percent-
age of .666. Senior middle-blocker
Kelly Baker contributed greatly in
the win also, as she compiled seven
kills, nine digs and four blocks in
the three games.
Boise State and Eastern Wash-
ington arc currently locked in a tight
battle for the conference lead.
Friday's win moved Eastern Wash-
ington into a temporary half-game
advantage, but with Boise State's
victory on Saturday, the Broncos
could still find themselves in first
place at week's end, pending the
results of last Saturday's match
between Eastern Washington and
ISU.
BSU and Eastern Washington
meet head-to-headagain inNovem-
ber, a match that could decide the
regular season Big Sky Champion-
ship.
The University News
Opinion
Mane Line
Dancersklck
up spirit
by Rob Nesbit
The University News
The Mane Line Dancers have
worn the badge of public relations
for this university for several years
now. In addition to their fast-paced
gyrating during half-time at Bronco
football and men's basketball
games, they have permeated the
community in many ways, bringing
a spirit and enthusiasm that lightens
many a heart all year long.
In addition to being a student,
practicing 10 hours a week, per-
forming at least once a week (and
more if asked), many of these
women also coach drillteams, danc-
ers and cheerleaders at local high
schools.
Most of the team members arc
recruited by their director, Julie
Stevens, and receive $300 a year in
scholarships.
That's not allthey get, either.
TIley get harassment, major-league
style.
First there arc the feminists who
object to their performances as
nothing more than some watered-
down remedial form of "sex on
parade."
Then there is the perpetual
binocular-ogling fan in the stand.
It's the guy who "comes for the
game," at least that's what he tells
his wife. It's too bad she thinks he
means the football game.
The American Alliance of
Health, Physieal Education, Rec-
reation and Dance (the professional
.association for the physical educa-
tion community) recognizes dance
as an integral part of physical edu-,
cation. That's where we need to
begin, and we should end there as
well.
Manypcople interpret the Mane
Line Dancers behavior as sexual
promotion. Unfortunately these
people arc missing the point They
need. to attack the people rcspon-
sible for creating the monster-the
chauvinist and feminist. Purists
enjoy athletic competitionfor many
reasons, aesthetics being one of
them. The purist gets as much joy
and pleasure from watching grace-
ful, smooth, artistic movement as
the person who takes a nature walk
and admires the gr.ace of a bird in
flight. .
The feminist and the chauvin-
ist, however,come with vivid imagi-
nations (and binoculars) in hand;
complieating everything with shouts
of "ooh-la-hi". or "Yuck those dirty
girls."
. Thcsubjectofcheerleadingand
dancing at athletic events has long
been debated and will no doubt
continue to be debated for years to
come.
Dancers are basieally entertain-
ment, as is the actual athletic con-
test itself. They are there as part of
the whole show and are not a sepa- .
rate sexual entity.
We need to make use of the
opportunities that these groups of-
fer for enjoyment and pleasure and
not for sexual exploitation and pri- ..
vate use. And, we need to do it, if
for no other reason than the'simple
fact that these people deserve more
than the audience making them into
sexual idols .
.~---.".~..,.",... _., ....--.'"
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O'Connor leads Boise State defense in tackles and as sacks
based on his defense's team statis-
tics, it would appear the BSU line-
backing crew is among the best in
the conference.
O'Connor views the NAU
contest as being the defense's best
overall performance thus far, as they
held one of the Big Sky's all-time
great quarterbacks, Greg Wyatt, to
108 total passing yards, including a
dismal four completions in 13 at-
tempts in the decisive second half.
This should bode weJl for those
skeptics that fear Idaho University
and John Freisz, who is another Big
Sky all-timer.
. To emphasize the point,
O'Connor recalled last year's game,
when the BSU defense shut Idaho
out in the second half. In that game,
they held Frcisz to 21 complete
passes in 40 attempts for under 300
yards, and intercepted him three
times.
requires a player to be smart as well.
"You need to have a nose for
the ball, and be smart enough to find
the ball," said O'Connor, who is
regarded as "a very heady player"
by Coach Gough. .
O'Connor is one of the leaders
of a defense that is ranked first in the
Big Sky in almost every category.
But is the Bronco Iinebacking corps
of O'Connor, Scott Russell, Andy
Mitchell, and Kenny Kuehl the best
in the conference?
"I would seem to think so, based
on our experience,' says O'Connor
with a slight smile.
When Coach Gough was ap-
proached with the question, his
answer- was slightly more temper-
ate "I'd like to think that," he said,
"but I don't sec other (Big Sky)
linebackers." .
"Gough explained that when
they watch films of an opposing
team, he is concentrating on the
team's offense rather than their
defense. Coach Gough did add that,
against the opponent's running at-
tack. After six games, the defense
has given up 64.3 yards per game on
the ground. The figure makes them
tops in the conference, and third in
the nation among NCAA I-AA
schools.
Both O'Connor and. defensive
coordinator.lohn Gough stress gang-
tackling in the Bronco defensive
scheme. "Our goal is to have eleven
people around the ball,'.' says
O'Connor, adding that since they
arc all sophomores and juniors,
enthusiasm on the part of the de-
fense plays a big part in getting
would-be tacklers to the football.
O'Connor stands 6 feet and
weighs in at 212 pounds, which
isn't over-sized when compared to
. other Big Sky linebackers. He
played high school football at Mount
Diablo High in Concord, Califor-
nia, and was recruited by San Jose
State, Army, and Stanford along
with Boise State.
"I attended football camps here,
by Corky Hansen
The University News
Anytime a mass of bodies is
untangled after a host of Boise State
defenders drag an opposing player
to the turf, it's very likely thatBSU's
Tim 0 'Connor will be at the bottom
of that pile
After six weeks of action,
O'Connor is sitting atop. the BSU
defense in number of tackles made,
a total of 62, including six for a loss
of yardage. Tim has also sacked an
opposing quarterback once this
season from his strong-side outside
linebacker position. .
The Boise State defense is
number one in the Big Sky in total
yardageallowed,yielding under 300
yards per contest. The Broncos are
also allowing 18 points to the oppo-
sition per game, the best in the Big
Sky.
A key to BSU's defensive
success has been their prowess
Tim O'Connor
and I knew the coaching staff and
the area well," he says about choos-
ing BSU.
Allhough the linebacker posi-
tion is admittedly one of the most
aggressive positions on the field, it
.:;:::;:;:::;:;:;:::::;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:::;:::::;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:::::
Pavilion to host NBA event Oct. 24
vide fans with 'ill early look
during pre-season play will be
draft choices Byron Irvin of
the University of Missouri and
Cliff Robinson from the Uni-
versity of Connecticut. I
Yogoslavia's rookie
guard, Drazcn Petrovic is ex-
pected to be a strong part of the
Portland team at 6-5, 195. '
. Tickets are available at all
select-a-scat outlets arc $8 for
adults and $5 for children 12
and under.
recently-acquired Buck Wil-
liams, an eight-year veteran out
of Maryland, joining guard
Clyde Drexler and center Kevin
Duckworth. Returning to Port-
land is free agent center Wayne
Cooper of Denver. He will be
wearing a Portland uniform for
the first-time since the 1982-
83 and 1983-84 season.
Rick Adelman will be re-
joining the team in his first
year as head coach.
Others expected to pro-
For the first-time in two
years, the Boise State Pavilion
will be site for an NBA presea-
son game between the Port-
land Trailhlazers and the Indi-
ana Pacers. The game, set for
Oct. 24 will be the Blazers firth
appearance in Boise. All pro-
ceeds of the event arc car-
marked for the Idaho Special
Olympics.
The new-look Blazers will
feature a starting line-up which
includes a trio of all-stars, with
sports
-e~Brtef
pic Sports Federation, has been
described as lacking sufficient ex-
perience, by Artur Takac, a senior
athletics official of the group.
, iIo
Lottery "winner"
loses cash
One of the "Winners" of
Oregon's Sports Action NFL bel-
ting game was actually a big loser.
Oregon lottery officials said Tues-
day that one of the eight people who
will take an $8,805 share of the
$70,446.40 prize had spent more
than $16,000 to. cover all possible
winning combinations.
Friends defend
Borg
Friends of Bjorn Borg have
reacted with shock to published
comments by Borg's former girl-
friend that Borg used cocaine.
Borg's former coach said he had
never seen any signs that the retired
star might have uSCiIcocaine, and
Borg's lawyer cited the child cus-
tody battle between Borg and for-
mer girlfriend Jannike Bjorling as
having bearing on the claims.
Gators
lntramuralsl continued from page 14
supplements and arranging trans-
poruuion for a former player to at-
tend a court-ordered child support
hearing.
"We contracted a disease in the
early 1980s that my predecessor
(Criser) almost broke his heart trying
to cure," Bryan said upon announc-
ing Hall' s dismissal. "But I'guaran-
tee ... that it will be cured .... It will
be cured because Bill Arnspargcr
and I have zero tolerance for infrac-
tions in any of the NCAA's athletic
programs."
The Gators are obviously hoping
Hall's dismissal and full coopera-
tion with the NCAA's investigative
staff will help offset Florida 's past
record.
In 1985, the NCAA handed the
Gators a set of scholarship sanc-
tions that were, at the time, the
harshest in NCAA history. The
NCAA report said the violations
under former Florida football coach
Charley Pell were "ainong the most
severe infractions cases ever proc-
essed by the NCAA."
The plight of'thc athlctic programs
also is frustrating to the university' s-
academicians who say its excellent
scholastic reputation is being over-
shadowed by the athletic woes.
TIley like to point out that they arc
members of the Association of
American Universities, supposedly
comprised of the top 56 public and
private universities in North Arncr-
iea.
"We arc not a rogue university.z-.
Bryan said,
As the weather turns
colder, outdoor intramurals
events are winding down.
Tournaments for the football
and softball leagues are now
in progress.
Since the days arc colder,
events are being held inside.
Sign-ups Corfive-on-five bas-
ketball; four-person revcrscco-
cd volleyball and bowling
leagues have begun. Three
racquetbal1 leagues have
formed and play has begun.
If you are ready to play
some indoor co-ed volleyball;
Easter Seals is holding a tour-
nament Nov. 3 & 4. The tour-
narncnrwill start with a four-
person draw for teams. After
teams are formed, three rounds
will be played Friday night,
Saturday moming and aner-
noon. The fee will be $5 per
rollnd. Sign-up at the intramu-
raloffice.
Reggie Cobb
had drug treat-
ment
USA Today
Sports Hotline
Reggie Cobb; Tennessee run-
ning back dismissed permanently
from uie team last week after a
positive drug test, reportedly ~as
the beneficiary of $10,000 spent
last spring by the school to send
Cobb to an out-of-state drug reha-
bilitation clinic, according to The
(Nashville) Tennessean.
For 24-hourscores every day,
call the USA TODA Y Sports Hot
Line: (900) 850-1414. For games in
progress, the 2-minute report is
updated every 10minutes. You pay
60 cents for the first minute and 45
cents for each additional minute.
For calls from outside the United
States, dial the access code for the
United States and then (900) 850-
'1414. You pay the long-distance
call charges.
CJ~89. USA TODArlAl'rJ- Coil.,. I""",",""" H,,,,,,,,t
Princess' abili-
ties questioned @jJe~
.~ Gracious! Is Ihal M~:riC An;oinelle
~, .behind IHal dOnl,nomask? Oh, It'S you! .
lookmg regal and ctcga~l In Ha~lowccn
olllfC Ihal will really lvrn heads..
U'S"IUSI one ot,.thousands of posslbilllirs.
01 the Coslume Shop. C~mc cl<plore our'
fmclOoling m~Oflmp.nlof period ourfils. wigs.
hals, masks, QCCessorles, and profeSSional
makeup_ We can help yo.u"bccomc anyone.
Reserveyour Halloween costumcnow~
Britain's Princess Anne, a
possible challenger for leadership O/ .... uSATODArIA"I<C ..... /~H.-
of the Association ofSummerOlym- ... ' VinCe's Barber Shop
4 a cut, many styles.
32yrs. Experience
Hrs: M-Sa. 8-5, no appt. nee.
1519 N.13th Hyde Pk., Boise
s stem seven
HAIR SALON- PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS STORE
;ESSAYS & REPORTS
19,278 to choose from - all subjects
Ordor Catatog Todav with Visa/MC· or COD1_8qnq=,~~J:79}2622
. Or, rush $2.00 to:"Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave. ,20&SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-ali levels
EVERY DAY 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
. ON ALL SERVICES AND RETAIL
Always a I,icense.d cosmetologist to help you
Boise Towne Square 3n-1950 Open: Mon. ~ Sat. from \0;00 om to 5:30 pm. :.. : .
~
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Oklahoma and Southern Method"
ist. The Florida Gators are poten-
tially the baddest boys on the block-
-the unproud owners of, not one,
but two scandal-ridden programs.
The Gators have been tied to gam-
bling, to drugs and to allegations
that coaches arc secretly paying
players.
Most recently, four players, in-
cluding Starling quarterback Kyle
were suspended from the team
Monday for gambling on college
football games.
Football coach Galen Hall last
week resigned under pressure for
admitted NCAA violations.
The head of long-time basketball
coach Norm Sloan is purportedly
being prepped for the guillotine.
Robert Bryan, Florida's interim
president, announced last week that
the school's football and basketball
programs are under NCAA invcsti-
gation,
If the violations are major, the
Gators, because of past NCAA
crimes, could be subject to the
NCAA's "death penalty" - sus-
pension of the program for up to
two years. ,
Following the plot and east of
characters in the Gatorgate saga is
almost as difficult as keeping up
with a good Tom Clancy novel.
It all started in the summer of
1987 when thcn-univcrsitypresi-
dent Marshall Criser learned of a
federal drug probe that had spilled
over into Florida's basketball pro-
gram.
The drug investigation led to reve-
lations that six former Florida ath-
letes, including Vernon Maxwell,
the school's all-time leading scorer
in basketball, had violated NCAA
rules by accepting secret payments
from sports agents. These findings
The University News
Snort~
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Florida Gators tied to gambling,drugs',~nd pay-off charges
by Mike Bianchi
USATODAY/Apple College
Information Network
GAINESVILLE, Fla. - Three
, -years ago, the tropical sun gJistened
off the University of Florida's ath-
letic program. The oranges never
looked so ripe.the beaches never so
white, the future never sq bright.
TIle Gators' basketball team was
making its first trip to the NCAA
Tournament. and appeared to be
blossoming into a dynasty.
At the same time, Emmitt Smith,
the most highly publicized recruit
in recent history, signed with the
football team.
Florida was well on its way to
stowing skeletons of past transgres-
sions.
But now the old bones arc making
noise again, and the closet has
I opened once more. Step aside,
led to fraud convictions for' four
South Florida sports agents.
A myriad of damning allegations
have surfaced against the Gators:
- Maxwell, now with the NBA's
San Antonio Spurs, told a federal
grand jury he received numerous
secret payments from Sloan and
chief assistant Monte Towc dating
back to his high school days. Sloan
and Towe have denied this.
-Former football player Ron
Moten said he received $100 from a
former Florida assistant coach to
help pay for his girlfriend's abor-
tion.
- Moten also told the grand jury
that former teammate Tommy
Duhart dealt crack cocaine while he
played at Florida. Duhart has de-
nied this. Both Duhart and Moten
later were kicked off the team.
- Duhart also said he took the
same weightlifting class five times
while he was enrolled at Florida.
- Former basketball player Pat-
rick Aaron said he used cocaine
with a former university adminis-
trativeassistant. He later was kicked
off the team.
- Athletic Director Bill Arns-
parger has been charged with ignor-
ing the school's own drug-testing
policy. The St. Petersburg Times
quoted Gator team physician Rich-
ard Shaaraas saying Maxwell tested
positive for drugs three times.be-
fore his senior year. But Maxwell
wasn't suspended for an entire sea-
son, contrary to the school's own
policy. Shaara, though, later rebut-
ted the newspaper report.
Hall ultimately w:Js forced to
resign for confessing to three viola-
tions. He admitted paying two as-
sistantcoaches unauthorized salary
sec Gators, page 13
C~ach Waller sees good things in store for the 'Broncos
by Larry Purviance
The University News
Whcn BSU assistant volley-
ball coach Mike Waller talks, you
can almost envision a tow-headed
crew-cut boy playing in the mud of
the Mississippi River.
He certainly doesn't appear to
be the person partly responsible for
.turning BSU into a national volley-
,. ball powerhouse.
Ycras the chief recruiter under
head coach Darlene Bailey Pharmcr,
that is precisely his goal.
. Waller came to BSU this year
from Park College in Missouri,
where he was the head volleyball
coach. That followed four years of
high school coaching, where the
boyish-looking Waller achieved a
potent 90-51 coaching record prior
to the job offer from BSU.
But it was a big jump from an
NAtA level of play to BSU's lofty
Division I standing, and Waller is
still adjusting to the quality of
competition.
"The players are a lot stronger,
and there's a lot more traveling
time," compared Waller. "I like the
traveling part, it helps me to get
usedtobeinga)oncolltherc. It'sall
so new, and you don't have the
beauty back in Missouri that you do
here."
Waller, who was a playcr/coach
for Central Missouri State and re-
ceived All-Conference honors
twice, said the excitement of vol-
leyball is what.attracts him to the
sport.
"Volleyball is a lot more cxcit-
)
Mike Waller
Only'
325III ea9h!
"All Items
Now Barbecued!"
~C,~(Otlrs-YJeeskgs,
H[hLTlIY fOODS
Seeking excellence in BODYBUILDING?
FREE SEMINAR by Sports Nutrition
authority DALE BLACK Thurs., Oct 26
6:30-9:30 pm Free information'samples and
door prizes. . ,
5 Mi{e P{aza- QverCana 2\paa- 376-8484,-
111 Broadway
In the mall at the end of Broadway
& on the corner of Warm Springs
next to TCBY
385-9961
ing than'a lot of sports," said Waller.
"The play is quick and continuous,
the action keeps going, and there
arc no lulls. If someone has only
been to high school games, this is
much faster and morc exciting."
"I spent much time as a player,
and enjoyed it so much, that Iwanted
to stay in it. I asked myself, why not
do something for a living that I
enjoy so much?"
Waller said BSU's 9-3 record
(at press time) is like icing on the
cake for his decision to come to
Boise.
"It's been really good," said
Waller. "Darlene knows what she
wants, ami she knows how to get it
out of her players."
Recruiting for the future is a
heavy responsibility, made even
more so by BSU's impending loss
MR. BIG PANTS
GaliforniaHardwarePanls:.;,;:;.': ,-:::..:.;:'-:.,...:-;.:«., . ...: ,','":.:,,.,.' ',..-, , ' , .. ' "
October 23 to October 31 at
SPORTS
EXCHANGE
1033 Broadway, Boise
385- 0440
WELCOME BSU STUDENTS!
112Chicken Teriyaki wi
Rice & Green Salad
1/2 Pound Teriyaki Beef
wi Rice & Green Salad
1i2 Pound Teriyaki Pork
wi Rice.& Green Salad
, ..
~, 'S
WEDNESDAYS
All you can eat
Spaghetti
3.95
1326 Broadway, 345-5688
\
Curried Chicken wi Rice & Green Salad
Extra beef or pork $1.00
R!I!!B!l, •
Open 11 a:m. - 8p.m. Monday through Saturday
of three graduating Broncos.
"Recruiting is one of Illy big-
gest positions," said Waller. "Be-
fore they just had graduate ass is-
rants doing it, so I know we arc
looking to replace three sen iors, and
possibly one or two more.
We'll be traveling to all of the
state high school tournaments, and
there is a handful of Idaho schools
I've been calling on." ,
Waller said Idaho players will
still have to fight Ioruucntion, given
the quality of play outside thc state.
"California players just get so
much playing time, and play year
around, whereas Idaho kids some-
times play in two or three different
sports,' said Waller.
The pressure on recruiting
became intense after last year's near-
invitation into the NCAA playoffs.
"I know we would like to see
BSU get into thc Nationals every
. year," said Waller. "Stronger re-
, cruiting should help us get there,
It's a very possible, very reachablc
goal for us to have, and I know it's
all of the players' goal.":
He predicted that BSU would
be in the thick of things at the cnd of
thc year, despite thc Bronco's cur-
rent four-way tic for (irst place.
"Wc'rc improvil1g our ment.11
toughncss, and we should be right '
there," said Waller. ~'WegOllo take
every match as it comes,- and im-
prove every timc we get back home."
"We're gctting to see things wc
nced to work on a lot easicr. Wc're
working on improving our defense,
and hoping to be ingoo~ position at
the end of the year," .
"It would be nice to llave thc
championship game 'on a homc
court,"
IAMERICANWCANCER
iSOClETYo
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Help wanted! Days, Eves, Weekends. The
Ultimate Temptation. Boise Towne Square, next
to J.C. Penney, lower level, main Entrance,
Come in and fill out application between 10 a.m.
and 9 p.m.
ATTENTION - HIRING! Government jobs-
your area. $17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602-838-
8885. EXT. R5924.
Nannies Plus -Fast growing agency in the
East, we offer immediate placement in the N.Y.,
NJ., Ct., areas. Our agency's "Plus" is that you
personally meet with our parents and children
before you accept a position. Certified training
'classes arc offered. Great benefits/ pd. vacation,
health insurance, and more. Over 250 nannies
placed yearly.
Yearly employment only. NANNIES PLUS I-
800-752-0078.
Thinking of taking some time off from
school? We need MOTHER'S HELPERS.
Prescreened families to suit you. Live in
exciting NEW YORK CITY suburbs. Room,
board and salary included. 1-800-222-XTRA.
Pollworkers-Nov. 8, 9, 1989 8:30 a.m, to 3:30
p.m., pays $3.50 an hour. Pick your own times.
Sign up with Linda in ASBSU office-Student
Union, second floor. Phone 385-1440.
Would you like to offer Discover Credit
Cards? Are you available for only a few hours/
week? If so, call 1-800-932-0528, ext. 3. We'll
pay you as much as $1O.00/l1our. Only ten
positions available.
Thinking of taking some time off from
school? We need MOTHER'S HELPERS.
Prescreened families to suit you. Live in
exciting NEW YORK CITY suburbs. Room,
board and salary included. 1-800-222-XTRA.
Car for sale. 1961 Chrysler Windsor, 4 door,
, dependable, good body, $500. Call Phil at 345-
. 7812:
Car for sale. Brown ToyotaCorolla, 80.
Good condition, sunroof, A.M., F.M. cass.,
68,000 miles.. $2,200 (o.b,o.). Call Chris at 467-
14195 or Wendy 385-3230.
Kawasaki 750 L'\'D (-1980) good condition.
Will accept first reasonable offer!!! Call Bill at
336-4293 between 7-9 or cvcs., or leave mes-
sage:
ATTENTION. GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-
602-838-8885 EXT. A5924.
ATTENTION· GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (V-repair). Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call 1:602-838-8885 Ext.
GH5924.' .
Is ItTrue ... .Jeeps for $44through the Govern-
ment? Call for facts! 1·312;742-1142 Ext.
9445·A.
Happy Birthday Sharukh Jana, With all.my
love that is forever yours.
I will be taking the LSAT this December; and
I am looking for people to study with .. Call Kahl
Sidhu at 323-4654 day, 344-7893 evcrungs.
Brain
Bran
by
Jim
McColly
01qB'l
13'1M4rt
GRb-fN /w(;
HOW LONG WIL~YOU LIVE ?
A FUN TE.ST
STf\R,T,HIS FU~ "TEST
Wli\-\ 73 Ll1t~~ BoNuS ~I~.
~OIJR Sc.oeE. AT 'Ttll>'
POI,.,)'\" I' !::lolllZ. L.Il=E
EXPE.c.iANc'':'. '
~~ Q.1l\i((. ~.
4(
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For information
ask cashiers .
OlJtdoor Rental 11
N:;;;:':;c e~:n;""t;~;~(;;r';::':;l!\!1\ -
/ Mon. & Tues.
8am-7pm
Wed.-Fri ..
8am-5pm
Sat. 10am-5pm
Closed Sunday
Union Street Cafe
DEL tSPECIAL
FREE
Slice of Pizza
buy one slice of pizza
and gel the second for free
Good only with coupon
Expires 11-13·89
Union Street Cafe
GRILL
ct1e~seb,Mrg~r,••......•...•..;
4g~Fr¢l1c:hfrie~" .
:/I..ar .~Soda'.;(
Special.$2.08
value $3.15
Good 2pm-6pm with coupon
Expires 11-13-89
Riverview Deli
SPECIAL
Large Coke
Only 25¢
with the purchase ot.a
Hot Dog at regular price
Goo9onlywi~h 'COupon .
Expires 1H 3·89.
Camping packages
Cross Country Skis . ~~: ..
Maps, Trips and more. t'; Discovef
Idaho
one of many services of t with the
lhe Student Union' . .Outdoor Cenfe(
November 8th
ASBSU
Elections for5enators
rNEE'DC'~SH";i U~~~~~~~~~A~~fe
:~: ::~ '. SPECIAL
~:~The Student Union :~: .' .'1 . offers m French Toast, Sau~age
1 Automatic Tellers :~~ & Lg. coffee or milk .
m to serve you :~ . only $1~90
::: :::. value $2.54
~~~Most Major Benks ~~~ Good OnIY~lt~ c~upon .
. :.;.:.;.;.;.;.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::.;.:.:.:.:.:::.::;::::::.:.:::::;:::.:.:.::'Ex ires 11 1389
.. ·Old Time'
.Coffee Price
.·llllllililllii
,Ci lf1~ BOOK9'ORE
Video
.Rentals
Machines-$4.95
o Movies-98¢-$1.95
Good 7am-8am with coupon
Expires 11-13-89,
Union Street cate
